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T E S T  N O .  S V - 4 0 3 00 
V E H I C L E  APOLLO 16  
S P A C E  VEHICLE TURNAROUND F R O M  SCRU3 
TEST O B J E C T I V E S  
A ,  T O  P R E P A R E  THE SPACE V E d I C L E  FOR A SUBSEQUENT LAUVCCl ATTEMPT I F  
A SCRUB OCCURS A F T E R  THE S T A R T  OF LV CRYOGENIC L O A D I N G  BUT 
P R I O R  T O  I M I T I A ~ I O N  CF LV I G N I T I O N  SEQUENCES, 
3 .  T O  P R O V I D E  THE SEQUENCE OF O P E R A T I O N S  N E C E S S A R Y  T3 SETURN THE 
S P A C E  V E H I C L E  T O  A PRE-DETERMINED C O N F I G U R A T I O N  A T  r lHICH T I M E  
LAUNCH O P P O R T U ~ I T I E S ,  
THE L A U N C H  COUNT CAI(  of RESUMED OR RESCHEDULED F O R  F O L L a W I N G  
ALL S A F I N G  O P E R A T I O N S  N E C E S S A R Y  T O  ~ R I N G  ORDNANCE,  PROPELLANT 
FLOW AND TANK AND VESSEL PRESSLJRES T o  A SAFE C O N D f f I O N  H I L L  BE 
A C C O M P L I S H E D  P R I O R  T O  USE OF T Y I S  PROCEDURE, T Y E  RESULTING 
S P A C E  V E H I C L E  AND GSE C O N F I G U R ~ T I O N  WILL BE V E R I F I E O  A S  S A F E  
AND CORRECT FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF TURNAROUND O P E R A T I O N S ,  ALL 
PESSONNEL WILL BE BRIEFED P R I O R  T O  THE S T A R T  OF: THE OPERATION 
A S  T O  THE SPECIFIC HAZARDS Ih lVOLVEO AND THE PROPER MODE Of 
O P E R A T I O N S  F O R  EACH HAZARD PERIOD, 
T H I S  T E S T  IS CONSIDERED TO BE H A Z A R D O U S ,  S T R I C T  ADHERENCE T O  
ALL A P P L I C A B L E  NASAICONTRACTOR SAFETY O P E R A T I N G  PROCEDURES WILL 
9E I N  EFFECT D U R I N G  THE O P E R A T I O N ,  THE FOLLOWIYG TEST 
OPERATIONS AND C O N D I T I O N S  H A V E  BEEN IDENTIFIED A S  H A Z A R D O U S ,  
A ,  CSM LH2 S E R V I C I N G ,  
8 ,  C S V  LO2 S E R V I C I N G ,  
C. LAUNCH V E H I C L E  LY2 D R A I N ,  
D ,  LAUNCH V E H I C L E  L O 2  D R A I N .  
O 8 
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TEST NO. S V - 4 0 3 0 0  
V E H I C L E  APOLLO 16 
E, LAUNCH ShA DEVICE DISCONVECT. 
F .  RP-I WILL e€ O N B O A R D ,  
G, S P A C E  V E H I C L E  HyPERGOLICS NILL  BE O N B O A R D ,  
Y .  LM SHE SERVICfNG, 
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 C O N S I D E R A T I O W S  AND C O N S T R A I N T S  
1.0 
2 ,O 
2 . 0 J  
[ 
2 . 0 1 2  
GENERAL ---"--- 
SCRUS/TURNAROUND T I Y E S  ARE RASED UPON THE AMOUNT 3 f  M O R <  R E Q U I R E D  
T O  COMPLETE THE RECYCLE A C T I V I T I E S  NECESSARY T u  RESJME LAUNCH 
:OUhTDJkN FOR A SUBSEQUEYT L A U N C H  A T T E M P T ,  THE c O N S I D E ? A T I O N S  AND 
" O ~ S T R A I N T S  Y T H A T  A R E  THE B A S I S  F O R  S C R U ~ / T U R N A R O U N D  TIMES ARE 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SAFE AVD A R M  ( s & A )  U h i i T S  A9f COVNJECTED I N  THE LV A T  f-11 H O U R S ,  
4 5 '  0" OF THE COUNTDOWN. PRIOR T O  INSTALLATION, THE LJYITS AFE 
"ERTIFIED I N  THE P Y R O T E C H N I C S  AN!) EXPLOSIVE A R E A ,  T H I S  
i U A L I T Y  ASSURANCE CHECK IS V A L I D  FOR A P E R I O D  O f  S E V E Y  ( 7 )  
D A Y S  P Q I O R  13  THE S ~ H E D U L E U  LAUNCH D A Y  AND IS EXTENOED T O  
THE S B A  U N I T S  ARE LOCATED I N T E R N A L  T O  THE LV AND A C S E S S  I S  
?EGLJIRkD FROsll THE S E R V I C E  ARMS ( S A ) ,  I F  ENTRY I N T O  T H E  LV 1 s  
V O T  3 f : J U I R E D  CURING TURNAROUND OPERATIONS, THE LV SSA W I T S  
VEED ~ 3 1  BE DISCONNECTED,  I F  THE S R A  C O M P A R T M E N T  IS EWTESED 
D U H I Y G  THE TURNAROUND P E R I O D ,  A V I S U A L  I W S P E C T I O N  
PROPELLAWT D I S P E R S I O N  S Y S T E M  S 8 A ' S  FOR P H Y S I C A L  D A H 4 G E  Ok 
D E T E R I O R A T I O N  MUST BE C O Y D U C f E Q ,  T H I S  INSPECTION MJST 9E 
C O N D U C T E D  a v  A QUALIFIED ORDNANCE PERSONNEL JIJST P R I O R  f @  
COMPA4TMENT CLOSEOUT, 
T H I R T E E h  (13) DAYS TF A t ~SCRUB-TO-LAUNCH TURNAROUND" OCCURS, 
LV F L I ~ H T  B A T T E R I E S .  
THE ,v F L I O Y T  B A T T E R I E S  Y A V E  A MAXIMUM GUARANTEED L I F E T I M E  OF 
120 ;IOLJRS OF L A P S E D  GROUND T I M E  AFTER THEY ARE A C T I V A T E D ,  T H E  
3 A T T E R I E S  ARE A C T I V A T E D  A P P R O X I W A T E L Y  28 1 1 2  HOURS P R I O Q  T O  
INSTALLATION A P ~ D  I N S T A L L E D  A T  APPROXIMATELY T - 1  D A Y ,  3 dOURS, 
3 0 '  n" I N  THE COUNTDOWN. I F  THE 120-HOLJR A C T I V A T € Q  L I F E T I M E  OF 
THE 3 A T r E R I E S  I S  EXPECTED T O  BE EXCEEDED, THE BATTERIES WILL BE 
SEMOVFD AND YEW B A T T E R I E S  N I L L  BE I N S T A L L E D  D U R I N G  T U R Y A R O ' J N D ,  
I F  T4E TURNAROUND C A N  BE ACCOMPLISHED W I T H I N  THE B A T T E R Y  
L I F E T I W  W I T H  S U F F I C I E N T  T I M E  R E M A I N I N G  F O R  T H E  P L ~ A Y M E ~  LV 
Y I S S I O U ,  T H E  B A T T E R I E S  WILL NOT HAVE TO BE CHANGED, LY RATTERY 
I N S T A L L A T I O Y  AND QEMOVdL ARE 4CCOMPLSIHED THROUGH E Y T R Y  I N T O  THE 
LV F804 THE S A ,  
S P A C E  V E H I C L E  S C R U Q  TURNAROUND APOLLO/SATU RN 
DATE: Y A R C H  1 5 ,  1 9 7 2  
REVISION 003 
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P A C E  
T E S T  N O .  
VEHICLE 
2 . 1  
2,101 
2 0 2 . 2  
2 . 2 . 3  
THE F - 1  E N G I N E  D R A I N  IS A C C N S I D E R A T I O N  FOP THE S-IC. IF R E Q U I R E D  
OF T H E  >'?OUND H Y D R A U L I C  S U P P L Y ,  THE4 '-1 E N G I N E  GRAIN d I L L  NOT HAVE 
THE E N L . d f  S E R V I C E  PLATFORM (€SP), 
TURNAR'J 'JND T I M E  IS SHORT EVOUGH T O  M A I N T A I N  C(; INTINUOUS  PERA AT ION 
T O  85 . F O R M E D ,  PERFORMANCE OF T H I S  T A S K  R E Q U I R E S  I Y S T A L L A T I O N  OF 
RP-1 R E P L E W S H  C A N  BE A c C O Y P L I S H E D  R E M O T E L Y  THRU THE TAIL  SERVICE 
M A S T  DJRING THE TIYE PERIOD WHEN L V  CRYOGENIC TANKS A R E  PURGED 
AND S A F E T Y  I r y S P f C T I O N  S T A R T S ,  
DUE To E X T R E V E  THERMAL C O N I I I T ~ O N S ,  THE E X T E R N A L  1 V S c ) L A T I O N  OF 
THE S-I1 S T A G E  MUST BE I N S P t  ( E D  AFTER EACH CRYOGENIC L ~ A D ! N G  
OF fr(E S T A G E .  THIS TASK WILL REQUltRE THE USE OF THE Y s s ,  
W E D L I V E  C H E C K S .  
L I Q U I D  O X Y G E Y  ( L O X )  AND L ! W I D  HYDROGEN f L H 2 )  FEEDLINE ZHECKS 
W I L L  BE R E Q U I R E D  A F T E R  S-I1 CfiYOCIENIC D E T A N K I N G ,  TMESE CHECKS 
r l ILL.  R E Q U I R E  ENTRY I N T O  THE S-I1 S T A G E ,  
A V I S U A L  XNSPECTION OF THE SERVOACTUATORS FOR C R A C K S  1 s  
3 E Q U I R E D  W I T H I ~ J  7 8  HOURS OF LAUNCH, T H I S  T A S K  1s  PERFO?MED * T  
A P P R O X I M A T E L Y  T-2 D A Y S  I N  THE G R I G I N A L  COUNTDOWN, I F  S C R U B  
BCCURS AFTER THE T A S K  H A S  HEEV PERFORMED I N  THE C D ,  T H E %  W!LL 
fR08ABLY BE I N S U F F I C I E N T  TIME TO E F F E C T  TURNAHOUNO OPERI'IONS 
W I T H I N  THE T A S K  PERFORMANCE C O N S T F ? A I N T ,  THEREFORE, c % W D E R A T ~ O V  
V U S T  BE G I V E N  FOR T A S K  PERFORMANCE, T H I S  T A S K  WiLL qEr3JIRE E N T R Y  
I N T O  T 4 E  S-I1 STAGE.  
. 

S P A C ~  v E . f l C ~ f  S C W 3  T L J R X A W J U D  APOLLO 'SATURN 
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REVISION 003 
P A C E  d 
TEST NO. sv-4031 
APULLO V E H I C L E  
T H I S  T A S K  I S  REQUIRED ONLY I F  I U  E N T W  I S  REQUIRED F O q  LH SHE 
SEQVICIW ~ P E R A T I O N S .  
--.--------- 
THE LH ELESTSICAL POWER S u e s Y s T E ~ S  ( E P s w  AND E L E C I R I Z A L  D E V I C E S  
( E D ' S )  S A T T E R I E S  H A V E  s E s P E C T I V E  Y A X I Y U H  GuARANTEEO L I F E T M E S  OF 
3 0  A V O  2 4  D A Y S  THE EPS B A T T E R I E S  ARE ACTIVATED APPROXIMATELY 15 
D A Y S  PqIOS T O  LAUFJCY AND TqE ED B A T T E R I E S  ARE A C T I V 4 T E o  
A P P R ~ X I M A T E L Y  9 B A Y S  PISI9R Trl) LAUNCH, T H I S  LEAVES 15 D A r S  OF 
W o R a Y T E E D  E p S  AND ED BATTERY LIFE A V A I L A B L E  FOR THE M I S S I O N  AND 
THE T U W A Q ~ U Y D  O P E R A T I O Y S ,  ~ L S D ,  PLSS, AND LCRU S A T T E R I E S  H A V E  
L I F E T I ~ E S  OF 20, 1 7 ,  AND 21 u A Y S .  THESE BATTERIES 4RE A C T I V A T E D  Y O  
EAR LIE^ T H A Y  8 D A Y S  PRIOR T O  T q E  F I R S T  LAUNCH O P P O R T U ~ I T Y  AND ARE 
STOWED DURING THE M E S A  S ~ O ~ A G E  A V D  CLOSEOUT, S P E C I F I C  CI ISSION 
REQUIREMENTS WILL DETERMINE THF AMOUNT O f  GUARANTEED a A T f E R V  L I F E  
A V A I L A 3 L f  FOR SCRU€I /~URNAROUND OPERATIONS BEFORE THE LW BATTERIES 
3ECOqE A C O N S T R A I N T ,  T A S K  PERFORMANCE WOULD REQUIRE EvTr7Y I N T O  THE 
S L A  THROUGH THE Ill SA D O O R .  
P A G E  11 
TEST NO. SV-40300  
V E H I C L E  APOLLO 16 
A S A V P L I N G  FROM THE L M  WkTER SYSTEM Y A Y  BE R E O U I R E D  IF TURNAROUND 
O P E R A T I O N S  EXCEED SPEClFIED T I H E  L I M I T S .  THE W A T E R  SAMPLE IS 
T A H E Y  FROM THE DESCENT STAGE F I L L  PORT AND DOES NOT R E Q U I R E  ACCESS 
INTO 7 4 E  C A B I Y ,  THE WATER SAPIPLE RESULTS WILL D E T E R M I N E  IF 
RESERVICING OF THE LM W A T E R  SYSTEM I S  REQUIRED, T A S K  PERFORMAWE 
~ O U L D  QEQUIRE ENTRY Id10 THE S L A  THROUOH THE IU SA DOOR,  
THE 75-DAY MAXIMUM EXPOSURE OF LH H Y P E R G O L I C  SYSTEMS T O  H Y P E R G O L I C  
Pf?OPEL!-ANfS !s N O T  A S I G N l f  I C A N T  C O N S T R A I N T  T O  THE I M P L E H E N f A T I o N  
ClF TURNAROdND, HOWEVER, AN EXTENDED PERIOD BETWEEN HYPERGOLIC 
L O A D I N G  A N D  THE F I N A L  COUNTDOWN WOULD R E Q U I R E  C O N S I D E R A T I O N ,  TASK 
PERFORVANCE WOULD REQUIQE YSS P L A T f O R M S  3 AND ENTRY I N T O  THE S L A  
THROUGY THE I U  SA DOOR, 
ALSEP . ----- 
THE FCA ALSEP WILL NOT R E Q U I R E  R E M O V A L  UNLESS LAUNCH ATTEMPTS ARE 
SEPARATED B Y  28 D A Y S .  REHJVAL ALLOWS O P E N I N G  OF R A D I A T I O N  CONTROL 
4 R E A S .  
THE 1 1 0 - D A Y  M A X I M U #  EXPOSURE OF C S M  H Y P E R G O L I C  SYSTEMS T O  
L.(YPERGOLIC PROPELLANTS IS Y O T  a SIGNIFICANT CONSTRAINT T O  THE 
IMPLEMENTAT ION OF TURNAROUND, HOWEVER, A Y  EXTENDED PERIOD 8ETwEEhl 
HYPERGOLIC L O A D I N G  AND THE F I N A L  COUNTDOWN WOULD REQUIRE 
c O N S I  D E R A T  I O N ,  T A S K  ACCOMPLISHMENT COULD &Qui RE HSS PLAITFORM 4 
AND THE CsFt SA,  
THE C A P A B I L I T Y  OF HOLDING W I T H O U T  R E S E f ? V f C I N G  csd CRYOGENICS Is 
WEYDENT w THE LENQTH OF TIME THE CSM HAS BEEN O P E R A T I N G  A T  W S G H  
I N T E R N A L  E L E C T R I C A L  POWER L O A D S  AND THE LENGTH OF HOLDS C A L L E D  
P R I O R  T O  T Y E  T I M E  OF S C R U B ,  I T  IS NECESSARY f 0  E V A L U A T E  THE 
Q U A N T I T Y  OF C R Y O G E N I C S  R E M A I N I N G  I N  THE CSM TANKS A T  T H E  T I M E  or 
E A C H  SCRUB T O  DETERMINE I F  R E S E R V I C I N G  IS R E Q U I R E D  T O  MEET S P E C I F I C  
YISSIOY REDLINE R E W I R E Y E N T S ,  T A S K  PERFORMANCE k‘oULD W U I R E  MSS 
PLATFOgM 4 A Y D  THE CSW S A ,  
S P A C E  V E H I C L E  i C R U 3  TURNAROI'NI ')  APOLLO 'SATURN 
D A T E .  M A R C H  15, 1972 
REVISION 0 0 3  
P A G E  12 
T E S T  NO.  SV-4  0 3  0 0  
V E H I C L E  APOI.10 16 
CSM 8 A T T E R f E S .  
THE C S Y  B c T T E R S E S  W I L L  3 E Q U I R E  C O N S I D E R A T I O N  AFTER E A C Y  SCRbB, 
I F  THE AMPERE-HOUR U S A G E  A F T E R  A N  A C C E P T A B L E  RECHARGE H 4 s  EXCEEDED 
THE DESIP: [ !  LIMITS NECESSARY TO A C H I E V E  Y I S S I O N  REDLI INE 
QEQUlREHFMf,  THEN THE B A T T E R I E S  lYlJSt BE CHANGED, T A S K  PERFORMANCE 
IS A C C C M ? L ~ W ~ D  WITh THE CSM S A ,  
C R Y O G E ~ i I i :  S i  O R A G E  T A N K S  
Y O B I L E  S E R V I C E  STRUCTURE 
C O N S I D E R ~ T I ! 3 N  MUST BE G I V E N  T C  THE I - H O U R  DIFFERENCE I U  T I M E  
R E Q U I R E D  TO HOVE THE f l S s  F R O M  THE PARKSITE TO P A D  A O R  P A D  8 ,  
SPACE J E H  I C L E  SCRUS TURNAROUND APOLLO/SATURN 
D M A R C H  1 5 ,  1972 
R E V I S I O N  003 
P A G E  13 
TEST NO.  SV-40300 
V E H I C L E  APOLLO 16 
P 
ONE L A J N C H  D A Y ,  APRIL 16, 1972 ,  IS A V A I L A B L E  FOR THE F13ST MONTH 
LAUNCH OPPORTUNITY,  SHOULD THE F I R S T  MONTH OPPORTUNITY a €  
SCRUBBED, A T U R N A R O ~ N D  T O  THE V E X T  MONTH WILL BE INITIATED. 
THREE ( 3 )  L A U N C H  DAYS ARE A V A I L A B L E  THE SECOND AND T H I R D  MONTH, THE 
C S M  C R Y O G E N I C  L O A D  W I L L  SUPPORT ALL THREE ( 3 )  DAYS CrITq NOHlNAL 
ON-PAD USAGE, THE L Y  SHE LOAD WILL PROBABLY NOT S U W O R T  ALL THREE 
( 3 )  LAUNCH DAYS WITHOUT RESERVICING DUE T O  THE T A W  PRESSURE RISE 
EXCEEDING THE M A X I M U M  ALLOMABLE A T  TUE TIME Of LAUNCH ASSUHINO 
T H I S  C O N D I T I O N  EXISTS, THE FOLLOWING C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  A ~ ' I  
(1) T O  PERVIT LAUNCH ATTEHPTS OY THE R E M A I N I N G  TWO ( 2 )  DAYS,  THE 
F I R S T  D A Y  COUNTGOWN MUST BE SCQUBBED PRlOp TO 1-32 YOURS Or 
THE COUNTDOWN, T H I S  R E T A I N S  THE Ltl SHE CSE LOADING CAPABILITY 
T O  TOP-OFF A T  7-22 HOURS I u  COUNTDOWN FOR THE SECaFJD D A Y  
L A U N C H  A T T E M P T .  A ONE-DAY TURNAROUND IS THEY POSSI5l.E SHOULD 
f -  
THE SECOND D A Y  LAUNCH ATTEMPT QE SCRUBBED, 
(2) I F  THE F I R S T  COUNTDOWY PROCEEDS PAST 1-22 HOURS A V D  THE s c w a  
OCCURS A S  L A T E  AS T-8,9 SECONDS A D E C I S I O N  T O  I,,AUUCCr ON THE 
SECOND OR THIRD D A Y  M A Y  BE WADE, I F  A SCRUB/TUSNAROUND TO THE 
SECOND D A Y  Is I Y I T I A T E D ,  THE O P T I O N  T O  L A U N C H  O Y  THE THIRD D A V  
R E M A I N S  OPEN UNTIL A P P R O X I M A T E L Y  T+13 HOURS, C E R T A I N  
DELAY I N  THE ~ I O V E M E N T  OF THE Y S i  f O  THE P A R K  SITE A V O  THE S C R U g i  
T U ~ N A R O U N D  PLAN F O R  RESERVICING THE Ltl SHE MUST S T A 4 T  AT T+12 
ciOURS A S  IF THE NEXT L A U N C H  A T T E M P T  Is ON THE THIRD DAY, A T  
f + i 3  HOURS THE LM SHE R E S E R V I C I N G  PREPARATIONS CAN BE 
DISCONTINUED AND A LAI! 'JCH ATTEMPT ON THE SECOND D A Y  C O N T I N U E D ,  
THE THIRD D A Y  L A U N C H  ATTEMPT IS THEN NO LONGEQ POSS18LE. 
c O ~ D ! T I b ~ S ,  HOWEYER, MUST E X I S T  THESE C O N D I T I O N S  3EQUIRE A 
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SCRU3 T U R W ? O U V C  T I M E  IS PQEDICTED B A S E D  ON THE A Y O ~ N T  !JF WORK 
R E Q U I R E D  10 QEfURN W E  S P A C E  VEHICLE T O  A SAFE C O N D t T I V J  AND 
A c C O H P L I S H  THE ~ U E C E S S A R Y  R E T E S T I N G  IN P R E P A R A T I O N  COR 4 SUBSEQUENT 
LAUNCH A T T E M P T ,  THE T U R ~ A R O U N D  A C T I V I T I E S  ARE E S T A ~ L I S Y E D  ON A 9ASIS 
3F A NORMAL CD A T T E Y P T  FOLLOWED R Y  A SCRUB, 
T H I S  PROCEDURE C O E S  NOT PROVIDE SERIAL T I M E  FOR R E P A M ,  HOLDS,  OR 
SYSTEM RETESTING R E S U L T I Y G  FROM REPAIRS. AT THE T I %  OFi THE SCRUB, 
O P E R A ~ I O ~ J S  R E Q U I W D  I N  A D D I T I O Y  T O  THOSE C O N T A I N E D  !N W S  PROCEDURE 
W S T  BE EVALUATED A S  To THEIR EFFECT UPON THE TURNAROUND, 
L A U N C H  O P E R A T I O N S  MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL WILL, I N  REII.8 T I Y E ,  E S T A B L I S ?  ' 
FROM TdIS PROCEDURE THOSE OPERATIONS WHICH AI?€ REQUIRE0 BY THE 
S P E C I F I C  VEHICLE C O N D I T I O N  AND THE SPECIF IC  TIME OF S C R U 8 ,  WAIVERS 
Y A Y  9E R E Q U I ~ E ~ )  I F  THE REAL T I Y E  DEc!SION CONSTITUTES DELETION OF 
~ U R P J A R ~ U N D  A c T I V I T I E F  N O W I  I N  T H I S  PROCEDURE, 
THESE TURNAROUND FROM SCRUB PROCEDURES COVER  SITUATION^ WHERE LV 
c A Y O G E ~ V I C S  HAVE BEEN LOADED A V O  THE S - I C  ENGINES HAVE NOT BEEN IGNITED 
R E S E R V I C I N G  OF cSM ANDJOQ LM SRYOGENICS W A Y  BE R E Q U I R E D ,  
THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONS ARE COMMON TO ALL SCRUBITURNAROUND CASES 
SAFE L A U W  VEdICLE, C f W  EGRESS, LV CRYOGENIC UNLOADING, P A D  
SAFETY I N S P E C T I O N  A Q D  YSS Y O V E  T O  THE PAD, 
cPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND APOLLO 'SATURN 
E MARCH 15, 1972 
h,JIS15N 003 
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T E S T  NO.  
D U R I W  THE TIME PERIOD FROM T+4 \TOURS, 45' 0" TO T+24 
HOURS, 0' 0" AND PRIOR To RESUMINS NORMAL OPERATIONAL 
SCHEDULING, THE FOLLOWING MAJOR TASKS WILL BE PERFORMED: 
ML ZERO LEVEL PLATFORM TNSTALLATION, ESP INSTALLATION, 
SLA REMOVAL, LV BATTERY REMOVAL, ALSEP FCA REMOVAL, 
S-I1 INSULATION INSPECTION,  SC CRYOGENIC UNIDAD, AND LM 
SHE TANK VENTING. 
2.2.2 RETESTS 
o-o---- 
SYSTEM REVERIFICATION TESTS A m  SHOWN BY A 28-DAY 
PROCESSING CHART (SEE PAGE 4 1 ) .  
2.3 SCRUB/TURNAROUND TO A LAUNCH 2 DAYS LATER (I ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ o o o ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~  
(T+4 HOURS, 95'  C m  To T+1 DAY, 17 HOURS, 0 '  0 " )  (PART 11) 
WHEN A MINX%UM OF FIFTY (50)  HOURS ARE AVAILABLE BETWEEN LAUNCH 
SCRUB ANI) T-0 OF THE SECOND LAUNCH OPPORTUNITY, PART I f  OF T H I S  
45 '  0 " :  LM SHE RESERtTICING, S-I1 INSULATION INSPECTION,  CSH 
CRYOGENIC RESERVICING, AND MSS MOVE TO THE PARKSITE (THE ALSEF 
FCA WILL NOT BE REMOVED, LV SLA U N I T S  WILL REMAIN CONNECTED). 
I 
PROCEDURE PROVIDES FOR THE FOLLOWIm MAJOR TASKS AFTER T+4 HOURS, 
WERE ONLY 24  HOURS ARE AVAILABLE FROM SCRUB '1K) THE NEXT LAUNCH 
OPPORTUNITY0 ONE MAJOR TASK, So11 INSULATION INSPECTIONS USING 
THE MSSO IS REQUIRED. PART I11 OF THE OPERATING STEPS COVERS 
T H I S  CASE. 
AFTER COMPLETING THE ABOVE A C T I V I T I E S ,  THE O F F I C I A L  COUNTDOWN 
BEGINS A T  T-9 hIBURS, EXCEPT FOR A TURNAROUND TD THE F O L L O W I E  
YONTH. TIME PERMXTTING, A BUILT-IN-HOLD TS PLANNED AT F 9  HOURS, 
0 '  0 "  Iy) SYNCHRONIZE THE CD PICKUP TIME WITH OPmING OF LAUNCH 
W I N D O W ,  REFERENCE THE S V  COUNTDOWN TCPSV-40300, VOL I FOR 
OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES FROM P 9  HOURS, 0 '  0"  To LAUNCH. THE NEXT 
MONTH LAUNCH DAY PROCESSING CHART INCLUDES PROVISIONS FOR FULL 
COUNTDOWN A C T I V I T I E S .  
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T H I S  O P T I O N  IS D I V I D E D  I W T O  THREE ( 3 )  S E C T I O N S  THE F I R S T  IS 
THE I N I T I A L  24 HOURS AFTER SCRUB FOR WHICH A SkpaRATE CHART 
AND O P E R A T I O N A L  SEQUENCES ARE P R O V I D E D ,  THE SECOND, FOR W H I C H  
A P L A N N I N G  CHART AND NO O P E R A T I O N A L  SEQUENCES ARE P Q O v I D E D ,  
I N C L U D E S  THE TURNAROUN(D TESTS AND R E S E W I C I N G  B E f O R E  THE NEXT 
COLINTDOWN S T A R T S ,  THE THIRD SECTION,  THE COUNTDOiJ'U, I S  VOLUME 
1 OF T H I S  D O C U M E N T ,  
3.2 SC4UB/fURNAROUNG T O  A LAUNCH T W O  ( 2 )  DAYS L A T E R  ( C A S E  2 )  
A T W O - D A Y  L A U N C H  D E L A Y  A F T E R  A SCRUB M A Y  R E Q U I R E  RESERVICINO 
E I T H E R  OR BOTH c S H  AWD LM CRYOGENIC SYSTEMS, T H I S  CASE 1s 
~ A Y G L E D  BY A PLAN AND PROCEDURES W I TW OPERAT f ONAL SEQUENCES 
T O  R E S E R V I C E  ALL CSM/LM CRYOGENICS AND OTHER TASKS Up TO 
S T E P S  I NcLIJDE c S M  A N D  LM RESERV I CE, S - 1  I INSULATION I N S P E C T  1 ON, 
A N D  A %S M O V E  FROM AND T O  THE P A R K S I T E  ( T H E  ALSEP FCA MILL NOT 
3E REMOVED, LV s & A  U N I T S  MILL R E M A I N  CONNECTED),  SHOULD BOTH 
CSq AND LM CRYOGENICS NEED R E S E R V I C I N G ,  A T O T A L  OF FlIFTY ( 5 0 )  
HOURS I s  REQUIRED, SHOULD ONE OF THESE C O M M O D I T I E S  NOT NEED 
R E S E R V I c I N G ,  THE SCRUB/TURNAHOUND C A N  BE COMPLETED I N  L E S S  
PROCEDURE I S  USED A F T E R  DELETING THOSE T A S K S  N O T  R E Q U I R E D ,  
P I C K I N G  UP THE COUNTDOWN A Q A I N  A T  T=Q HOURS, THE OPERATING 
THAN F O R T Y - E I G H T  ( 4 8 )  HOURS, FOR THIS S I T U A T I O Y  THE SAME 
3 . 3  S C W B / T U R N A R O U N D  T O  A LAUNCH OWE (1) D A Y  LATER ( C A S E  3 )  
---~--~-.--------------~--"------~-~---.--o--- 
WHERE ONLY TWENTY-FOUR ( 2 4 )  HOURS ARE A V A I L A B L E  F R O Y  SCRUB T O  
THE v E X T  LAUNCH OPPORTUNITY,  ONE M A J O R  T A S K ,  % I 1  S T A G E  
I N S U L A T I O N  I N S P E C T I O N  USINQ THE M S S ,  I S  R E Q U I R E D ,  T H I S  CASE 
COVERS THE O P E R A T I N G  STEPS T O  A P O I N T  WHERE THE N E X T  COUNTDOWN 
C A Y  BE P I C K E D  UP A T  T-9 HOUffS. 
P A G E  17  
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L I S T  OF REFERfWCES 
---------*-------- 
I N  A D D I U O Q  T O  THE REFERENCFS L I S T E D  IY T C p  V - 4 0 3 0 6 ,  V O L  I ,  T H E  F O L L O W I N G  
QEFEHENCSS WEHE USED I N  THE DEVELOPMEWT OF T C P  V - 4 0 3 0 0 ,  VOL I I  
2, LAJNCH V E H I C L E  O P E R A T I O Y S  I N  SUPPORT 07 S P A C E  V E H I C L E  COUNTDOWN 
! I E ' l O N S T R 4 T I O N  T E S T  AND LAlJYCH COUNTDOWN, V 0 2 0 0 6 0 ,  VgL 1 1 1  OF 
1 1 1 ,  
3 .  T E C H N I C A L  SUPPORT o P E Q A T I O U S ,  S P A C E  V E H I C L E  T U R V A ~ J N D  F R O M  
SC2U8r TCP S V B 9 0 1 9 - 5 X X e  
4 .  APOLLO/SATURh V S P A C E  VEHICLE S C R U B / T U R N A R O U N D  ~ P E Q A T I O I V S  
IWTERFACE C O N T R O L  c Y A R T S .  
WHEN T ~ E  T G R V A S G U N O  PLUS T I M E  I S  I N I T I 4 T E D ,  THE SPACE V E H I C L E  H I L L  BE 1 Y  
THE F O L L O W I N G  C O N F I G U R A T I O h  
1, LV S 8 A  DEVICES ARE SAFF.  
2 ,  CS4 PY20  BUSSES A R M E D  ( I F  S C R U Y  IS AFTER 7 - 4 2  M I N J T E S ) .  
3 '  S A Y G E  S A F E T Y  C O Y Y A N D  R E C E I V E R S  ARE OFF, 
4 .  T E S M I N A L  CdUhlT SEQUENCER IS ~ A F E ,  
5 .  S E q V I C E  A R M  9 IS R E T R A C T E D  
A ,  12 DEG I F  SCRUB ~ E T N E E N  T - 4 3 '  0" AND t-5t 0". 
a .  F U L L Y  IF S C R U B  IS AFTE? T - Y  o " ,  
T H I S  C O N F I G U R A T I O N  W I L L  BE A C H I E V E D  B Y  LV T C P  V - 2 O O 6 O n  C S Y  TCP 4 - G G 0 3 V l r  
AND LW T Z P  KL-nOfl7LMX. 
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K S E T  CDC TU 
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L Y  PLSS 
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b Y  RF CNECKWT 
T-0:09:00:00 
COUNTDWN W E  
@ OPEN LOOP C L t A R A N C t  
@ CLOStD LOOP C L I A R A N C I  
P O l I N I I A L  I N T ~ R I f I I W C t  I P  S l l t N C t  
D H Y  5 
T + o~oO:oo~oo 
REWIRED FOR ClF ANVWNA CALIBRATKN . 
REWIRED FOR GYlL 0N.STITION 
CALIBRATION 12101 8 .  2'06 4, 2 7 2  5, 22W 5, 
2nl.5. 245 3, 258 >, 259 7. 296.8 Y H i )  
YCC COYYIND VALIDATKN TEST b l2101.U AND 2106.4 WnZ UPLINK). 
YCC AIR GROUND VALlOATlOW E S T  
I259 1.296 8 AND 2'36 4 UCZ) 
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IN THE EVENT AN 
EMERGENCY ARISES DURING * 
THE SPACE VEHICLE * 
TURNAROUND FROM SCRUB 
OPERATIONS, THE 
PROCEDURES DETAILED I!U * THE APOLU)/SATURN V 
* SPACE VEVICLE TEST 
SUPERVISOR EMERGENCY 
~RocEDums, TCP NO. 




8 ++ 8 + + *mmm, * * ++ 8 *+ 
*INTtlEEVENTT!?ATIW 
EMEIIIGIENCY CONDITION t 
EXISTS WHICH REQUIRES 
THE EGRESS OF THE * 
FLIGHT CREW AND/OR * 
supmm PERSONNEL FROM * 
THE BLAST D m E R  AREA 
DURING THE TIME PERIOD 
PROM "HE DECISION 10 
* SCRUB To COMPLETION OF 
PERSONNEL EGRESS FROM * 
THE BLAST DANGER AREA 
PRIOR 'Po LV CRY0 DRAIN, 
THE PROCEDURES DETAILED * 
IN TFiE APOLLO FLIGHT 
CREW EMERGEWCY EGRESS * 
PROCEDURES LAUN1H 
* COMPLEX 39, TCP NO. 
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RAZARDOUS OPERATIONS ARE 
DElOOTED WITH THE LETTER 











































VERIFY READY To PROCEED WITH SPACE 
VEHICLE TU~AROUND P#)M SCRUB. 
COUNlUOCK W I L L  START COUNTING UP F'OR 
SPACE VEHICLE TURNAROUNG ON MY MARK 
AT T+O HOURS, 0' 0.. 
5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 - MAIut, 
LV IS SWED. HOLD CONDITION 
ESTABLISHED. 
REACTIVATE 01s To AND FROM THE PAD. 
01s TQ THE FRlOM THE PAD HAS BEEN 
REACTIVATED, 
LV READY FQR F'LIGHI' CREW EGRESS. 
ALL LV SYSTEMS WILL BE HEtD AT THIS 
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CSM BUSSES ARE SAFE. 
EDS POWER IS OFF, 
RECONNECT SERVICE A m  9 ,  
CLEAR TO SAFE USB COMMAND SYSTEM, 
REQUEST CPSS CLEARANCE FOR CLOSEOUT 
CREW TO RETURN TO PAD. 
CSM PYRO BUSSES ARE SAFE, VERIFY 
CLEARANCE FOR CLOSEOUT CREW To RETURN 
PAD FOR FLIGHT CREW EGRESS, 
CLEAR FOR CLOSEOUT CREW TO RETURN m 
PAD FOR FLIGHT CREW EGRESS, 
RSTRO CLEAR '10 RETURN To PAD FOR FLIGHT CREW 









RECONNECT SERVICE ARM NO. 9 PER 
V-36085 AND VERIFY ( I F  NOT ALREADY 
CONNECTED) , 
SA NO, 9 RECONNECTED, 
RETURN TO CHANNEL 118. 
SA NO. 9 RECONNECTED, 
SC EDS POWER IS  OPT'. 
VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR MSS MOW3 
PERSONNEL To PROCEED 'PD MSS PARKSITE 
AND PREVIOUSLY EWACUATED CCF PERSONNEL 
TO PROCEED To THE CCF, 
MSS MOVE PERSONNEL CLEAR TO PROCEED 
TO MSS PARKSITE AND PREVIOUSLY 
EVACUAmD CCF PERSONNEL CLEAR TO 
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C V T S  
HFLT 







G M I  L 
CVT S 
THE ABORT REQUEST P A N E L  ORDNANCE 
ARMED L I G H T  IS OFF AND ORDNANCE SAFE 
L I G H T  IS ON0 
V E R I F Y  READY TO POWER DOWN THE ABORT 
A D V I S O R Y  SYSTEM. THE USB COMMAND 
SYSTEM WILL B E  SAFEDO 
SAFE THE USB COMMAND SYSTEM0 
D I S A B L E  AND POWER DOWN THE A I U  AND 
VERIFY.  
C L E A R  TO ARM THE COMMAND SYSTEM AS 
REQUIRED. 
NOTE T H A T  THE U S 6  ON I N D I C A T O R  IS OFF. 
ABORT REQUEST ENABLE S W I T C H  TO OFF 
AND VERIFY. 
NOTE THAT T H E  FOLLOWING L I G H T S  ON THE 
ABORT REQUEST P A N E L  ARE OFF: 
REQUEST A ENABLED AND REQUEST B 
E N A 8 L  E Do 
POWER DOWN AAS POWER B U S S E S  AND POWER 
S U P P L I E S o  TURN OFF A A S  EVENT 
RE COR OERS 
NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING L I G H T S  O N  THE 
AbORT REQUEST PANEL ARE OFF: 
POWER SUPPLY 1, 29 3, AAS SUPPLYI AND 
ORDNANCE SAFE. 
i 
ABORT AOVISORY SYSTEM I S  POWERED DOWN. 
AAS POWER BUSSES AND POWER S U P P L I E S  ARE 
POWfREO DOWN. AAS EVENT RECORDERS ARE 
OFF. 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TVRNAROuNb 
DATE MARCH 15, 1972 
REVISION 003 
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C V T S  
C V T S  
G M I L  
SRO 
MSS/PARKSI  TE GNZ/GHE C I N E S  WAY B E  
D I  SCONNECTED. 
TERMiNATE AND OISCONNECT MSSIPARKS IT€ 
G N Z  AND GHE L INES.  
F L X G H T  CREW EGRESS I S  COHPLETEo 
V E R I F Y  FLIGHT AND CLOSEOUT CREUS ARE 
CLEARED OF BLAST OANGER AREA. 
V E R I F Y  CLEARANCE FOR LV 10 START O R A I N  
OPERATIONS. 
NOT E --- 
L V  is SCHEOULEO TO 
A C C O M P L I S H  COX AND 
LH2 D R A I N  AND PURGE 
WRING THE NEXT 2 
HOURS, 40' 0". 
F L I G H T  CREW EGRESS I S  COMPLETE. A L L  
AREA. L V  ORAIN O P E R A T I O N S  MAY START. 
PERSONNEL ARE CLEAR OF THE CONTROL 
COMMANO DECODER IS OFF. 
A L L  L V  R F  SVSTEnS ARE O f f .  
BRING DOWN LV CCS S-BAND C A R R I E R  AND 
VERIFY.  L V  COMMAND OECOOER I S  OFF. 
A L L  L V  RF AND TH SYSTEMS ARE OFF. 
L V  COMMAND DECODER IS OFF. 





SPACE VEHfCLE SCRUB TURNAROVND 






















1 3  
1 4  
OMMANI 
STA. 
c V T S  
CL TC 
CL TC 
C V T S  








C V T S  
C V T S  
L O S S  
CSTO 
C V T S  
ccs S - B A N D  CARRIER rs OFF. 
L V  COHMANO OECOOER I S  OFF. 
PRIMARY DAMPER I S CONNECTED. 
T C S  AND OESTRUCT SVSTEH ENABLE K E Y S  
HAVE BEEN RETURNED TO CPSS. 
V E R I F Y  TCS AND DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE 
KEYS RETURNED. 
RETURN ELEVATOR CONTROL PANEL KEYS T O  
CTSC. 
RESET COUNTDOWN CLOCK TO T+O AND START 
COUNTUP. 
THE CCC COUNlDOidN CLOCK (CDC) IS BEING 
COUNTUP TO COORDINATE L V  C R Y 0  DRAIN 
COC MILL 8E RESET TO THE SCRUB/ 
TURNAROUND OPERATIONIC T I M E  OF T + 4  
HOURS 45' 0" AT THE COMPLETION O F  
RESET TO T+O HOURSW 0 '  0" AN0 W ILL  
AND SAFETY INSPECTION OPERATIONS. THE 
SAFE TY I NSPECT I ON. 
5 4 3 2 1 HARK. 
THE SCRUB/TURhAROUND 
OPERATIONAL TIMES DURING 
LV DRAIN AND SAFETY 
rNsPEcTioN WILL BE NOTED 
I N  THE REMARKS COLUMN. 
REMARKS 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 




+ O '  C" 
+C t4R 
10'0" 
t C FR 
20' 0" 
+ C HR 
4 > 9  C" 
+1 HP 
1 5 ' 0 "  
. 
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C V T S  
CVTS 
C L T C  
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
IESPONSE 
C t  A DESCRIPTION 
NOT E ---- 
LV IS SCHECULED T O  
ACCOMPLI  SH $-I  VB AND 
S - I 1  L H 2  O R A I N  FROM 
T + 1  H O W t  15 '  0". 
T+Oo O n  T O  
NOT E 
--e- 
LV IS SCHEDULED T O  
A C C O M P L I S H  V E H I C L E  
C O X  O R A I N  FROM 
T + l O ' Q n  TO T + 2  
HOURS, 109 0". 
; V T S  M S S / P A R K S I T E  COMM AN0 I N S T R U M E N T A T  ION 
C A 8 L E S  H A V E  BEEN DISCDNNECfEDm HSS 
01s TRANSFER TO TRANSPORTER COMPLETE. 
M S S  I S  A BRANCH OF TRANSPORTER UHF. 
: V T S  REQUEST CLEARANCE TO JACK MSS T O  
C L  EAR ANC E HE I GHT. 
CPSS V E R I F Y  C L E A R  FOR HSS J A C K I N G  OPERATSONS 
C T S C  JACK MSS TO CLEARANCE HEIGHT. 
C V T S  L V - P A L  I N S P E C T I O N  OF MSS PLATFORMS 
NO. A AND NO. 2 PER LV QAL Q C P - 1 1  IS 
COMPLETE. 
REMARKS -
- 1  ;iR 




?O'  0" 
b 1  HI4 
i s '  0" 
ti 
k 2  HRS 
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C V T S  
C V T S  
crsc 
C V T S  
C V T S  
CTSC 
CLTC 
C V T S  
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
[ESPONSE 
Cl A DESCRIPTION 
K S T C  V E R I F Y  ALL MSS P R E P A R A T I O N S  FOR MOVE 
ARE COMPLETE. 
Y S T C  V E R I F Y  ALL MSS P R E P A R A T I O N S  FOR MOVE 
AND PLATFORM O P E N I N G  ARE COMPLETE AND 
GSE MONITORS ARE ON STATION.  
C V l S  MSS J A C K I N G  COMPLETE. REQUEST CLEARANCf 
TO PROPEL T O  PAD. 
CPSS V E R I F Y  CLEARANCE TO PROPEL HSS T O  THE 
PAD. 
C T S C  PROPEL CLEAR O f  SUQPOKT COLUMNS AND 
PROCEED H I T H  MSS TRANSFER OPEKAT ION. 
C L E A R  FOR HSS PLATFORM OPENING. 
REPORT PROGRESS ENROUTE. 
C V T S  MSS/TRANSPORTER f I R S T  MOT1 ON. 
C V T S  LV PROPELLLINT D R A I N  IS COMPLETE AND 
TANK PURGES ARE I N  PROGRESS. 
CPSS L V  PROPELLANT D R A I N  IS COMPLETE AND 
TANK PURGES ARE I N  PROGRESS.  
V E R I F Y  READY T O  S T A R T  LV R P - 1  
(1 DAY AND 2 DAY TURNAROUND O N L Y )  
R E P L E N  I SHo 
A M I N I M U M  OF 30 M I N U T E S  
OF LV LH2 TANK PURGING 
Wi L L  BE A C C O M P L I  SHED 
P R I O R  TO PAD RE-ENTRY. 
REMARKS 
H 
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: V T S  
:TSC 
Z VTS 
Z V T S  
CLTC 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
DESCRlPTiON ESPONSE CT A 
:LTC CLEAR T O  S T A R T  K Y - 1  H E P L € N I S H .  
( 1  D A Y  AND 2 D A Y  TUHNAHUIJND UNLY) 
:VTS ALEkT ALL LV AND LS OUSE&VEERS TU BE ON 
STATION IN 60 MINUTES FOR COMM CHECK 
I N  SUPPORT OF M S S / S V  MATING. 
2PSS VERXFY M S S  PLATFCRM OBSERVERS MAY 
PROCEEO TO P A D  G A T E  FCIR B R I E F I N G  I N  
45 M I N U T E S .  
4STC 
KST C 
ZLTC # S S  0 8 S E R V E R S  A R E  TO REPORT T O  P V T S  AT 
L O  TRAILER 179 AT PAD GATE FOR 
OBSERVER 13RIEFING I N  45 MINUTES. 
NOT E ---- 
M S S  OBSERVERS W I L L  I)€ 
B R I E F E D  PER APULLO/SATURN V 
LC-3 9 LAUNCH O P E R A T  I ON$ 
INSTRUCT IONS, 600-26-0001. 
C V T S  L V  PROPELLANT DRAIN OPERATIONS A R t  
COMPLETE. LV IS HEAOV FOR S A F E T Y  
INSPEC TXON TEAMS, I N 1  T I A L  SYSTEM 
S E C U R I N G  CREWS, AND S - I 1  INSULATION 
PERSONNEL TO ENTER PAD. 
RFMARKS 
t 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 














A SAFETY INSPECTION OF 
THE LAUNCH P A D  AND I N I T I A L  
S Y S T E M  SECURING OF HAZARDOUS 
SYSTEMS WILL BE CONOUCTED 
FROM Tu2 HOURS? 40' 0" TO 
T + 3  HOUHSp 45' 0". D E S I G N A T E D  
L A U N C H  V E H I C L E  PERSONNEL WILL 
ACCOMPAN Y THE SAF E T Y  I N SPkC T I  UN 
STORAGE AREAS AND ECS ROOM B U T  
M L  AND P T C R  MAY B E  OPENED FOR 
STAGE A C C € S S  C R t W  E N T R Y  UPON 
CPSS V E R I F I C A T I U N  THAT:  
TEAMS T O  THE MCv LOX E LH2 
WILL BE PRECEDED R Y  THEM. T H f  
l e  THE S-I1 & S - I V B  LH2 TANKS 
C O N T A I N  L E S S  THAN 4% GH2 
BY S N I F F I N G  PURGE GASES AT 
SAMPLE P O R T S  A T  THE F I L T E R S  
ON F I L L  L I N E S .  
2. THE L142 TRANSFER L I h E  
C O N T A I N S  L E S S  THAN 4% G h 2  
S N I F F I N G  PURGE GASES AT 
SAMPLE P O R T S  A T  THE I N C E T  
V A L V E  SKIDS.  
3. THE GN2 H A N O V A L V E S  H A V E  
BEEN CLOSED I N  THE FCS 
ROOM. 
THE L O X  AND LH2 STORAGE AP.E4S 
M A Y  B E  OPENED FOR ACCESS WHEN 
CPSS I N S P E C T I O N  3 F  k A C H  AREA 
I S  COMPLETE. 
THE PLYWOOD L A Y I N G  C H E W T  WITH 
S A f  ETY APPROVAL, WILL BE G I V E N  
ACCESS A T  T+3 HOURS, 3 0 '  0" 
( C D C  T I M E ) .  
R E M A R K S  
~ ; ~ l t  MARCH 15 ,  1972 
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sv- 4 0 3 0 0 
VEHICI E APOLLO 16 
i ' A b t  
I t s 1  N O  
: V T S  ( C P S S  
,LTC 
3. V T S  
CVTS 
C V T S  
C V T S  
C T S C  
C V T L  
CT sc 
C V T S  
C V T S  




C T S  c 
C V T S  
LOM 
C V T S  
C P S S  
C T S C  
LV PHOPCl LAN1 D R A I N  I S COMPLETE. C L € A R  
Tc)  t 3 € G I N  S A F E T Y  I N S P E C T  I O N e  
K E U U E S T  C P S S  TO CLEAR b E N D I X  PERSONNEL 
T O  F A C I L I T Y  HIG'-!  P R E S S U R E  GH2 A R E A  TO 
SkCUKE AND VENT 6000 P S I  GH? T R A N S F t H  
L I N € .  
V E R I F Y  THAT BENDJX PERSONNEL MAY 
PRCCEEO TO k4IC.i.. P R E S S U R E  C l i i  A R E A  TO 
SECURE ANI1 V E N i  600C P S I  1;i.t' T R A N S f € H  
L I N E .  
H 4 V E  BENU1X PERSONNEL PROCEED TU T H t  
H IGH PRESSURE GH2 A & E A  T O  S E C U R €  AN') 
VENT 6000 P S I  GH2 T H A N S F f K  LINE. 
C d N F I G U R E  ML E L t V A T C R S  T O  NORMAL W O E  
AND ELEVATOR S L I Q E W I R E  PTe - P T e  TO 
A O M I  r.1. 
V E R I F Y  R E A D Y  FOK C A M E R A  O V E R R I D L  
CONTROL SYSTEM TO BE SWITCHED TO 
MOUE I OPERATiON.  
PLACE CAMERA O V E R R I U E  CONTROL S Y S T E M  I N  
MOO€ I O P E H A l I O N .  
CAMERA U V E R R I U E  CONTKOL S Y S T E M  IS I N  
MODE I. 
CAMERA O V E R k I D E  CONTROL S Y S T E M  I S  Itu 
M?3E 1. 
M S S  PL4TFC)KMS ARE O E I N G  OPENEDe 
V E R I F Y  C L f A K A N C E  F O K  L O 2  STORAGL TANK 
TURNAHGUND UNLYI  
R E P L E N I S H .  ( 1  UAY AND 2 DAY 
PH0L;EED WITH LOL S r O K A G L  T A N K  KLPLENLSH 
( 1  DAY AN3 2 DAY TURNAROUND ONLY) 
H 
33  SPACE VECYCLF CCRUB TURNAROUND PAGE 
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C V T S  
C V T S  
1AUNCH OPERATIONS 
lEST No sv- 40300 
VEHICLE APOLTX) 16 
t ESPON SE 
C I A  DESCUIPIION 
NUT€ ---- 
LU2 R E P L E N I  SHHENT Til  
75G,000 GALLONS IS 
3' 0" TO T + L 1  HOURS, 0' 0" 
SCHEOULEO FROM T + 4  HOURS 
(SCRUWTURfVAUOUNO T I M E )  
(1 OCIY AND 2 DAY TURNAROUND 
ONLY i 
CLTC V E R I F Y  H P - 1  R E P L E N I S H  IS COMPLETE 
( 1  D A Y  AND 2 DAY TURNARLIUND ONLY). 
CPSS HP-1 REPLENISH IS CGYPLETE. 
( 1  D A Y  AN0 2 O I Y  TURNAROUND ONLY) 
NUT E - --- 
PREPARATIONS FOrC ESP MOVE 
ARE SCHEDULED FROM T + 3  
HOUCISr 15 '  On TO T + 3  HOURS 
4s' 0". (CDC T I M E )  
CPSS VkRIFY CLEAR TO RETURN PLYHOOD CREH 
TO P4D. 
CVTS lClSC RETURN PCYWOOO CREW TO PAD. 
I 
4 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND DACE 3 4  
D A T E  MARCH 15,  1972 
REVISION 003 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
TEST N O  sv-10300 
VEHICLF. APOLIQ 16 
TIME 
13 HWS 
to' C H  
+3 H R S  









CP s s  
CVTS 
DE SC R 1 P 1 ION ESPONSE C T A  




E C S  IS CCNFIGURkD FOR GN2 STANDBY (IIMND 
VALVES CLOSED). LH2 SYSTEM I N E K T I N G  ON 
THE HL IS ACCEPTABLE FOR AREA OPENING. 
*+*****+**WARNING**+******* 
* 
* ECS IS TO B E  C3NFIGUREO * FOR GN2 STANOBY U I T h  * * HAND VALVES CLOSED t 
* W H I L E  T H E  ALSEP FUEL * 
* CAPSULE IS I N S T A L L E D  I N  * * THE VEHICLE. FOR AN * 
* EMERGENCY I N V O L V I N G  T e E  4 * FUEL CAPSULEI THE HAND * * VALVES vrILL N9T 8 E  t 
* OPENED U N T I L  D I R E C T € O  * BY CVTS. * 
* 
** ** ** # S t  ** i* *** * ** ****** * 
V E R I F Y  CLEARANCE TO R A D I A T E  L V  S-I1 
TH L I N K S  ';F-l AND 8F-2 624135 AND 
234.0 M 4 L ) o  
SAFETY I h S P E C T I O N  COMPLETE. 
CLEAR TO CPEN THE CONTROL AREA FUR 
NORMAL WORK. 
SAFETY INSPECT I O N  IS COMPLETE. 
CONTROL AREA I S  OPEN FOR R E Q U I R E 0  
P ERGONNELo 
REMARUS 
b e ,  HRS 
i C '  0" 
b4 HRS 
i 5 '  G m  
SPACE m n a E  SCRUB TUIFJAROUND 
Q * T t  MARCH lS, 1972 
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t Y  HRS 
85' 0' 
1 1 1  CLTC 
CVTS 
CVTS 
CVTS LV IS STARTING TURNAROUND OPERATIONS, 
RESET COUNTCWCK To T+4 HOURS, 45'  0" 
AND CONTINUE COUNTING UP, 
REQUEST RANGE CLEARANCE M)R S-I1 TM 
LINKS BF-1 AND BF-2 (241.5 AND 234.0 
MET21 0 
THE CDC IS BEING RESET TO SCRUB 
TURNAROUND OPERATIONAL TIME OF T+U 
HOURS, 45' 0" AND COUNRfP INITIATED, 
5 - 4 - 3 - 2 -  I - M A R K ,  
A (1 DAY) (2-DAY) (NEXT MONTH) 
'EIJRNAROWND IS BEING ACCOMPLISHED. 
PROCEED W I T H  SCIIEIXJLED TASKS, 
NOTE --- 
REMAINING TURNAROUND TASKS 
ARE CONTAINED IN THE 
FYXLOUING PARTS OF THIS 
PROCEDWIZE: 
PART I - SCRUB/TURNAROlfiSD 
(PAGE 37) OPERATIONS 'pc) A NEXT 
MONTH LAUNCH (T+4 HOURS, 
45 '  0" n! l u 2 4  HOURS, 
0 '  0" ONLY), 
PART 11 - SCRUB/!CURNAROUND 
(PAGE 61) OPERATIONS To A 2-DAY 
LATER LAUNCH DAY (T+4 
HOURS, 45' 0" 'PD T+l 
DAY, 17 HOURS, 0 '  0 " ) .  
PART I11 - SCRUE TURNAROUND 
(PAGE 109) OPERATIONS To A NEXT 
DAY LAUNCH (T+4 HOURS, 
45' 0" TO T+12 HOURS, 
30' 0"). 

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FlLhlEj 
37 
TEST NO. SV*40300  
APOLLO 1 6  
PCCE 
V E H I C L E  
PART I 
SCRUB/~URNAROUND OPERATIONS TO A NEXT M O Y T Y  CA'3NCH 
T + 4  HOURS 45, 0" TO t + 2 4  HOURS 0 ,  Op ONLY 

15 1 3 7 2  
0 0 3  
1 
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K S T C  
C V T S  
C V T S  
C V T S  
MSTC 
C V T S  
C V T S  
P A G E  43 
SV- 411 3 00 TEST No 
VEHICLE APoLLo 
DESCRIPTION 
t ESPON SE 
STA. 
C V T S  
C T S C  
M S T C  
CVT S 
c TSC 
C L T C  
E S T A B L I S H  R A D I A T I O N  B A D G I N G  I S S U E  
S T A T I O N S  ON LEVEL 3 AND S A  7 AND 
K A O I  AT ION CONTROL 0 
H A V E  PEHE E S T A 8 L I  SH R A D 1  A T I O N  B A D G I N G  
I S S U E  S T A T I O N S  UN LEVEL 3 AND SA 7.  
E S T A B L I S H  R A D I A T I O N  CONTROL. 
S w f t  ******WARN 1NG* S*r+*C+***S 
f * 
* THE R A D I A T I G d  CONTROL * 
4 AREA C O N S I S T S  OF S L A  * 
* I N T E R I O R ,  XU, S - I V B  FWD * * S / A  7 9  AND INSIDE HSS * 
* PLATFORM 3 A  E N C L O S U R E .  * * * 
* * * *S*** * * * * tS*** *S*** * * * * *  
NOTE ---- 
THE FCA HILL BE REMOVED 
D U R I N G  THE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
FROM T+14 HOURS9 0' 0" T O  T+18 
HOURS, 0' O"* 
THE CONTROL AK€A IS NOW OPEN FO.. 
NORMAL WUKK. R A O I A T  ION AREA CONTROL 
K E M A I N S  I N  EFFECT. 
THE CONTRUL AREA IS OPEN FOZ NORMAL 
WORK. 
CHANGE SMDPS FROM 1-SWITCH MODE TO 
2 -SWI  TCH 1 - V A L V E  MODE AND V E P . I F Y  
H A V E  280 FT. A C E  ROOM OPENED. 
OPEN 280 F T. ACE ROOM. 
CHANGE SMDPS FROM 1 - S W I T C H  MODE T O  
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C V T S  
C T S C  
c V T S  
CLTC 
,TSC 
L V T S  
CVTS 
TEST No SV-40300 
VEHICLE APOLLO 16 
IESPONSE 
CIA DESCRIPTION 
C P S S  SMDPS IS G O I N G  FROM 1 - S H I T C H  MOOE TU 
2-SHJITCH. 1-VALVE MODE. 
M S T C  SMOPS IS IN 2-SWITCHv 1-VALVE MODE. 
C V T S  ML E G K E S S / L E S  SPRAY S Y S T E M  CONF I G U R E O  
FROM F I E L D  A C T I V E  MODE TO RkMOTE 
CONTROL. 
NUT E ---- 
ESP H O V t  IS SCHEDULED 
FROM T + 4  HOURS, 45' 0" 
TO T + 5  HOURS, 1 5 *  0". 
CTSC REPORT P R E V A I L I N G  W I N O  DATA. 
(REFERENCE LMR I T E M  LOQOII. 
C V T S  V E R I F Y  P R E V A I L I N G  W I N D S  DO NOT EXCEED 
K E O L I N E  V A L U E S  FOR FREE S T A N D I N G  S V  
(REFERENCE LMR 10 
C V T S  M S S  IS A P P K O X I M A T E L Y  1 5  M I N U T E S  FROM 
T H E  3 5  F T o  MARK. 
CLTC C L E A R  TO D I S C O N N E C T  AND R E T R A C T  
P R I M A R Y  OAMPER. 
MSTC P R I M A R Y  DAMPER HI LC B E  D I S C O N N E C T E D -  
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
D A T E  VARCH 15, 1972 

















C L T C  
C V T S  
CLTC 
CVTS 
.5 H R S  












C T  A 
NOTE ---- 
E X T E N S I O N  OF S A  2 9  3 9  AND 
2, 39 4 9  5, 6 ,  7,  8 T I P S  
HOURS9 15 '  0 "  TO T+5 
HOURS, 45' 0". 
ARE SCHEDULED FHOM T + 5  
C V T S  ML E G R E S S l L E S  S P R A Y  S Y S T t M  C O N F I G U R E D  
FROM F i E L D  A C T I V E  MODE TG REMOTE 
C O N T R O L  M t  EGRESS CHUTE SPRAY S Y S T E M  
D E A C T I V A T E D .  
C V T S  ALL HSS PLATFORMS ARE OPEN. 
C V T S  MSS IS AT 35 FT. AN0 R E A D Y  TO PROPEL 
TU MATE. 
C V T S  P R I M A R Y  DAMPEk I S  O I S C O N h E C T E D  AND 
T S M  TOWER IS RETRACTED. LV READY FOR 
MSS MATE. 
C T S C  P R I H A R Y  DAMPER IS D I S C O N N E C T E D  AND 
TSM I S RETRACTED. 
CLEAR TO PROCEED WITH MSS TO MATE 
P O S I  T I  ON. 
REPORT HHEN MSS IS OVER MOUNTS. 
C V T S  REQUEST PEHE PERFORM SNIFFER CHECKS 
IN S - I C  FWD, S-I1 AFT,  S-I1 FWD9 S - I V O  
AFT,  AND I U / S - I V B  FWD AREAS MHEN 
ACCESS DOORS ARE OPEN. 
CPSS V E R I F Y  R E A O Y  TO SUPPORT LV ACCESS 
DOORS SNIFFER CHECKS ON CH. 141. 
~~ 
REMARKS 
46 P A G E  SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
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C V T S  
CTSC 
C V T S  
C L T C  
C V T S  
C V T S  
DESCRIPTION 
lESPONSE 
C T A  
C T S C  P k R F O R M  S N I F F E R  CHECKS I N  S - I C  FWO, 
S o 1 1  A F T ,  S-I1 FWD, S - I V R  A F T ,  AND 
I U / S - I V B  FWD AREAS HHEN A C C E S S  DOORS 
ARE OPEN AND H A V E  P f H f  A U V i S E  SYSTEMS 
S A F E T Y  WHEN PERSONNEL Adk CLEAR TO 
ENTIER. 
NCT E ---- 
S - I C  FWO AREA ACCESS IS 
REQUIRED AT T + 6  H R S ,  0'0''. 
S - I 1  FWD, S - I V B  A F T  AND I U  
AREA A C C E S S  IS R E Q U I R E D  AT 
T + 6  HOURS, 1 5 '  0". 
$-I1 AFT AREA A C C E S S  I S  
K E Q U I R E D  A T  T + 6  HOURSp 
45' 0". 
C V T S  M S S  I S  I N  M A T €  P O S I T I O N .  MEASUREMENTS 
AkE COMPLETE. A E A D Y  TO JACK DOUN. 
CLTC MSS I S  O V E R  MOUNTS. R E P O R T   HEN ISM 
3 - 4 T O W E R  IS E R E C T E D  AND M S S  C A N  a €  
1- OWE RE 0. 
C V T S  T S M  3 - 4 '{OWEK E R E C T E D  AND CLEAR FUR 
L O k E R I  NG MSS ON MOUNTS 
Y U T I F Y  C L T C  I F  M S S  M U S T  B E  
R E P U S I T I ( 1 N E D  P R I O R  T O  L O W t H I N G .  
C P S S  V E R I F Y  CLEAH4NCt TO LOHER M S S  ON MOUNTSI  
C T S C  T S M  3 7 .  4 TbWtH ERECTED, CLELIR T r l  
LUWER M S S  (IN MOUNTS. R E P l l R T  I F  
H E ~ O S I T I O h I N G  I S  NECESSARY. 
REMARKS 
4 * 











































S 1  A 
:VTS RANGE CLEAHANCE FOR S - I 1  T M  IS NO 
LONGER REUUIREO. 
SRO LV S-11 TM L I N K S  BF-1 AND BF-2 A R E  OFF. 
CVTS S A  NO. 8 T I P  HAS BEEN E X T E N D E D  AND IS 
O P E N  FOR ACCESS. 
C V T S  R E D U C E  SM ECS FLOU RATE TO 20 L . ~ S  PER 
MI N.
CLTC REDUCE SM ECS FLOW R A T E  TO 20  CBS PER 
M I N .  REPORT WHEN COMPLETE. 
NOT E ---- 
I U t  S - I V B  AFT, S - I 1  
FORWARD, S - I 1  AFT AND 
S - I C  FORHARD DOOR 
O P E N I N G S  ARE SCHEDUL ED 
TO BEGIN A T  T H I S  TIME. 
G M I L  V E R I F Y  HEADY TO SUPPOPT CSM WITH GCN 
UPLINK ENABLE. 
C V T S  V E R I F Y  GMIL SUPPORT FOR GW UPLINK 
E NAB LE 
CVTS MSS IS ON MOUNTS. 
C C T C  M S S  I S ON HOUNTSo R E  ? l Y  FOR AUXILIARY 
DAMPER CONNECT I O N 0  
I 
48 SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND PAGE 
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OMMANC 
STA 
LA UNCH OP p i  R AT I ON S 
O f 5 C R I P T I O N  RESPONSE STA. 
- 
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' C V T S  ( M S T C  A U X I L I A R Y  OAMOER WILL BE CONNECTED- 
C P S S  
CVTS 




C V T S  
HSTC 
C V T S  SNIFFER CHECK IN S-IC FWD IS COHPLETE. 
PERSONNEL MAY ACCESS TH\OUGH SA NO. 20 
CLTC C P S S  HAS APPROVED C V  A C C E S S  THROUGH 
S - I C  FWD DOOR ( S A  NO. 2). 
C V T S  CONNECTING PND PRESSURIZING HSS/PAD 
3000 P S I  W 2  HALARD PURGE SUPPLY LINE. 
NOTE ---- 
THE ! N S T A L L A T I O N  OF LV 
ACCESS K I T S  FOR S & A  
OPERATIONS IS SCHEDULE0 
TO BEGIN AT T H I S  T I M E -  
C V T S  CONNECTiNG AND P R E S S U R I Z I N G  MSWPAD 
a000 P S I  3HE L I N E S .  
CPSS ZCNNECTING AND P R E S S U R I Z I N G  HSS/PAO 
6COO P S I  GHE LINES. 
C V T S  SNIFFER CHECKS IN S - I i  FWOg S - I V B  AFT 
AND IU A R E A S  ARE COHPLETEo QERSONN€L 
HAV ACCESS THROUGH S A  NO0 5 r  6 9  AND 7 
DOORS. 
CcTC CPSS HAS AQPROVED Lv ACCESS THROL'GH 
S-I1 FWDg S 1 V B  AFT AND I U  DOORS ( S A  
NO0 5 ,  bg AND 7 ) .  
C V T S  CSM RF IS OFF. 
C S M  COMMAND DECC)DER IS OeFm 
W I L  SUPPORT NCl LONGER REQUIRED. 
-1 
- .  
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C V T S  
CVTS 
C V T  s 
CLTC 
C V T S  
c TSC 
C V T S  




C T A  
CSM COMMAND DECODER IS OFF. 
GMIL SUPPORT NO LC~NGER REOUiREOo 
SRO CSH S-BANG AND V H F  ARE OFF. 
HFLT CSH S-BAND CARRIER IS OFF, CSH 
COMMAND DECODER IS OFF. 
C V f S  A U X I L I A R Y  DAMPER IS CONNECTED. 
C T S C  A U X I L I A R Y  DANPER IS CONNECTEO. CLOS€ 
PLATFORMS NO. 5, NO. 4, AND NO. 3. 
HSS PLATFORMS NU. 5, NO0 4 9  
rND NO. 3 WILL BE C L O S I N G  
FROH T+6  HOURS, 13' 0" TO 
T+7 POURS, 30' 0". 
C V T S  CONNECT I hC MSS? PAD COHM AND INSTRUHENTA 
T I O N  C A B L E S  AND CONFIGURING HSS/ 
TRANSPORTER 0 1 s  T O  HAROCINE P R I O R  TO 
H S S  TRANSFER TO PAD POWERo 
H S T  c 
KSTC 
C L T C  STANDBY Ft iG 01s TRANSCER FROM C T  TO 
PAD. 
C V T S  MSS TRANSFER TO PA0 PO;rJ€R WILL OCCUR 
I N  15  MINUTES. 
R€MARUS 
H 
CPACE WHXCLIE SCRUR TURNAROUND PACE 50 
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C H  - 























C T S C  
C V T S  
CTSL 
I 
C P S S  




S t A  OCSCRlPllON 
HSS HI-kISE ELEVATORSV 
H V A C  AND F A C I L I T Y  A I R  
COHPRESSORS WILL 6 E  
POWERED DOWN FOR HSS 
POYER TRANSFER AND WILL 
8E PWEREO UP AFTER 
HSS POWER TRANSFER. 
CVTS MSWPAD COHH AND I N S T R U M E N l A T I O N  CABLES 




CLTC HSS O I S  IS CONNECTED T O  PAD. 
C V T S  V E A I F V  READY FOR MSS TRANSFER TO PAD 
POWER. 
C V T S  M S S  TRANSFER TO PAD POWER COMPLETE* 
C V T S  TR*fNSPORTER POWERING DOWN AN0 
P R O P E L L I N G  TO PARK P O S I T I O N .  
C V T S  S N I F F E R  CHECK I N  S - I 1  AFT IS COMPCETt .  
PERSONNtL H A Y  ACCESS THROUGH SA NO. 3. 
CLTC CPSS HAS APPROVE0 LV A C C f S S  THROUGH 
5-11 AFT O d R  ( S A  NO. 31. 
C V T S  M S S I P A D  6G00 P S I  GHE LINE I S  CONNECTED 
AND wissmr ZED. 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 61 
TEST No SV-40 300 
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CT A DESCRIPTION 
C V T S  MSSIPAD CHE AND CN2 3000 P S I  L I N E S  AWE 
d E I N G  CONNECTED AND WILL HE 
P R E S S U R I  LED I N  APPRDX I M A T  ELY O N t  HOUH. 
CPSS CONNECTING AND P R E S S U R I Z I N G  MSS/PAD 
GHE AN0 GN2 300@ P S I  L I N E S .  
t V T S  HSWPAD 3000 P S I  HAZARO PURGE SUPPLY 
L INE CONNECTED AND PRCSSURILED. 
C V T S  C C E A d  CONlROC AREA FOR LV SCA ORDNANCE 
OPERAT I O N S .  
ALL N O N - E S S E N T I  AC PERSONNEL, EXCEPT 
PERSONNEL WORKING IN THE CSM, CLEAR 
T H E  CONTROL AREA FOR C V  SCA ORDNANCE 
OP ER A T  I O N  S m  
t t * S  *++++*WARNING***+****** 
* * * THE CONTROL AREA FOR 4 
* S f A  OISCONNECTION IS * * T;iE SPACE VEHICLE 
* I N T E R I O R  E X C E P T  FOR THE * * CSH AND S - I C  BOATTAIL .  * 
t * 
** ** **** ** ** * * *+ * * **I* * +It * 
C P S S  C L E A R  THE CONTROL ARE4 FOR LV S C A  
ORRNANCE OPERATIONSm 
HSTC V E R I F Y  READV TO M A I N T A I N  R F  S ILENCE AND 
CONTROLLEO SWITCHING ACROSS THE LV/SC 
I NT ERF AC E. 
REMARKS 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
D A T E '  MARCH 15, 1972 APOLLO/SATURN LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
REVISION 003 
*7 HRS 
I O '  0"  
-8 H R S  
0' o m  
b8 HRS 













C OMMAN 0 
EQUENCE STA. 



















V E H I C L E  APOLLO 16 
P A G E  
TEST NO. 
I 










REQUEST RF SILENCE. 
LV CONTROLLED SWITCHING AND CONTROLLED 
SWITCHING ACROSS THE LV/SC INTERFACE 
IS IN EFFECT. 
TURN RF SILENCE SWITCH ON. 
RF SILENCE IS NOW I N  EFFECT. 
CONTROLLED SWITCHING ON THE LV AND 
ACROSS THE LV/SC INTERFACE IS NOW I N  
EFFECT. SWITCHING REQUESTS ARE TO BE 
COORDINATED THROUGH TEST CONDUCTORS 
W I T H  CVTS. 
CLEAR To PROCEED WITH LV SQA 
DISCONNIXTIION . 
CPSS READY FOR PD DETONATOR AND CDF 
DISCONNECTION. 
MSS/PAD GHE AND GN2 SYSTEMS 
PRESSURIZED. 
MSS/PAD GHE AND GN2 3000 PSI LINES 
HAVE R E E N  CONNECTED AND PRESSURIZED. 
S6A 3PERATIONS COMPLETE. LV READY To 
REMOVE RF SILENCE AND CONTROLLED 
SWITCHING. 
LV SQA OPERATIONS ARE COMPLETE. VERIFY 
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TIMt 
2 7  
COMM. 
cw. 
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P A G E  
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! 
15' H A S  C "  i 
9 HP!  
09 om 
1 8 8  









C V T S  
CTSC 




C V T S  T U R N  HF S I L t N C E  S U I T C H  OFF. 
LV S E A  O P E R A T I O N S  ARE COMPLETE. RF 
CONGER I N  EFFECT. THE CONTROL AREA IS 
UPEN FOR NORMAL WORK. 
S I L E N C E  At40 CONTROLLED S W I T C H i N G  ARE NO 
MSTC RF S I L E N C E  AND C O N T R O L L E D  S W I T C H I N G  ARE 
OFF. 
C V T S  HSS PLATFORM NO. 4 I S  A V A I L A B L E  FOR 
JOINT ACCESS. 
MSTC MSS P L A T F O R H  NO. 4 IS A V A I L A B L E  FORY 
J O I  NT ACCESS. 
NOT E ---- 
J O I N T  PLATFORM USAGE IS 
R E Q U I R E D  UNTI L 
INSTALLATION w ANNULUS 
R I N G S  ARE COFlPLETEOo 
NOTE ---- 
SC C R Y 0  P R E P A R A T I O N S  ARE 
S C H E D U L E D  TO B E G I N  AT 
THIS T I M E .  
R E M  ARK S 
I l M t  
9 t i R S  


























C V T S  
C L T C  




PA <E 54 
D E S C R I P T I O N  ! E  S P O N S E  Cl A 
CVTS R E Q U E S T  M S S  P L A T F O R M  NO, 2 BE C L O S E D  
AT S T A T I O N  3036 .  
CTSC CLOSE HSS PLATFORM NO, 2 AT S T A T I O N  
3 0 3 4 .  
L V T S  M 5 S  PLATFORM NO. 3 I S  A V A I L A B L E  FOR 
J O I N T  ACCESS. 
'SSTC MSS PLATFORM NO. 3 IS A V A I L A B L E  FOR 
J O I N T  ACCESS. 
NOT E ---- 
J O I N T  PLATFORM USAGE I S  
REQUIK€D UNT I C  I N S T A L C A T  I O N  
OF ANNULUS R I N G S  ARE 
C OMQL E T  E D 
C V T S  R E A D Y  FOR REMOVAL OF W/R DOOR LOCK. 
CLTC REMOVE W/R HSS OOOR LOCK, 
C V T S  XU READY FOk LM SHE CSE I N S T A C L A T I ' . I N .  
KSTC I U  HEADY FGH LM SHE GSE I N S T A L L A T I O N .  
C V T S  LV B A T T E R Y  REMOVAL COMPLETE. 
H 
D A T E !  MARCH 15, 1972 
REVISION 003 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
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IU WAT- DELUGE SYSTFM IS DEACTIVATED 
AND SE,UHED. CLEAR To INSTALL I U  
WATER ;10ZZLE. (IU WATER 
DELUGZ/FACILITIES HAND VALVES V-4 
CLOSED AND V-128 OPEN. SYSTEM ENABLE 
AND ARM SWITCHES OFF.) 
I U  WATER DELUGE SYSTEM IS DEACTIVATED. 
CLEAR TO INSTALL IU WATER NOZZLE. 
DELUGE/FACILITIES HAND VALVES V-4 
CLOSED AND 17-128 OPEN. SYSTEM ENABLE 
AND ARM SWITCHES OFF). 
=pow WHEN COMPLETE. (IU WATER 
REMOVE FLIGHT CODE PLUGS AND DELIVER 
m ROOM 4 ~ 8 .  
FLIGHT CODE PLUGS ARE BEING REMOVED AND 
WILL BE DELIVERED To ROOM 4P8. 
MSS PLATFORM NO. 2 IS AVAILABLE ITIR 
ACCESS. 
MSS PLATFORM NO. 2 IS AVAILABLE FOR 
ACCESS. 
REQt7EST MSS PLATFORM NO. 2 RE MOVED 
Iy) STATION 2697,  
MOVE MSS PLATFORM NO. 2 TO STATION 
2697, 
MSS LES SPRAY SYSTEM ON PIITFORM NO. 5 
AND MSS LEVELS DELUGE SYSTEM HAVE BEEN 
PLACED I N  FIELD ACTIVE MODE. ML LES 
SPRAY AND ML EGRESS SPRAY SYSTEMS HAVE 
BEEN SECURED. 
H 
P A G E  SPACE VEHICLE SCRUF. TURNAROUND 
~~ ~ 
1 3  ~ K S  
3C' 0' 
-14  hUS 
C' c a  
e 1 5  HH5 
30' 0" 



























O M M A N C  
STA. 
t L T C  
CVT s 
CTSC 
C V T S  
C V T S  
CVTS 
C V T S  
MSTC 
CVTS 
C V T S  
5 6  
lESr No SV- 40300 
VEHICLE APOLLO 16 
D E S C R I P T I O N  RESPONSE <I A 
C V T S  REQUEST M S S  PLATFORM NO. 1 8 E  
P O S I T I O N E D  A T  LV STA 1848 FOR S - I 1  
I N S U L A T I O N  I N S P E C T  ItiN. 
C T S C  CLOSE M S S  PLATFORM NU. 1 A T  LV STA 
1848 FOR S-I I I N S U L A T  I O N  I N S P E C T I U N .  
C V T S  M S S  PLATFORM NO. 2 P O S I T I O N E D  AT L V  
S T A T I O N  2697. 
C L T C  M S S  PLATFORM NO. 2 IS A T  LV S T A T I O N  
2 6 9 7 ,  
C C T C  REDUCE S A - 0  E C S  FLOW RATE TO M I N I M U M  
AND V E R I F Y  HHEN COHf 'LETEo 
C L T C  I N S T A L L  SA 8 E C S  "Y" AND REPORT WHEN 
COMPL ET E 
MSTC RECONFIGURE SA 8 ECS DUCT Ti3 TEST 
CONFIGURATION.  S A  8 ECS FLOW RATE H A S  
BEEN REDUCED TO HINIHUHo 
C V T S  SA-d  ECS OUCT RtCONF I G U H A T I O N  COMPLETE. 
I N C R E A S E  SE ECS FLOvl R A T E  T O  1OC L & S /  
MI No 
C L T C  I N C R E A S E  SA-8 ECS FLOW R A T E  TO 1 C C  
10 S/H I N.
C T S C  RESERVE M S S  LOW R I S E  AN0 ONE H I G H  R I S E  
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1 6  PR! 
(1' C' 
16 bR! 
1 5 '  C' 
1 7  H R '  
0'  0' 
1 7  HH 
1 5 '  0' 
* l e  k.R! 
0' 3' 
CH. - 




















Z V T S  
CVTS 
CP ss 
K S T C  
C T S C  
K S T C  
C V T S  
LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-40300 
VEHICLE APOLLO 96 
TEST NO 
DESCRIPTION 'ESPONSL C? A 
ZPSS CLEAR A L L  fkON-ESS€NT I AL PERSONNEL FROM 
T k E  CONTRUL AREA FOR A L S E P  FCA REMOVAL 
AND V E R I F Y .  
CLTC DECREASE I U  E C S  FLOWRATE TO 135 L B S /  
MfN. 
: V T S  T H €  CONTRGL AREA IS C L E A R  OF A L L  NON- 
E S S E Y T I A L  PERSONNEL AND S A F E T Y  I S 
READY T O  B E G I N  ALSEP FCA REMOVAL. 
C V T S  V E R I F Y  CLEARANCE TO BEGIN ALSEP F C A  
REMOVAL. 
NOTE ---... 
SC C R Y 0  UNLOAD AND FUEL 
CELL C00LOOWN IS SCHEDULED 
TO B E G I N  AT THIS T I M E .  
C V T S  ALL PLATFOAMS ARE CLCSED AND SECURED. 
THE MSS IS OPEN FOR NORMAL WORK. 
WEATHER PROOF I NG w f  C L  C O N T I  NU€ F O R  
A P P K D X I M A T E L Y  20 HOURS. 
C V T S  A C S E P  FCA REMOVAL I S  COMPLETE. 
C P S S  ALSEP F C A  REMOVAL IS COMPLETE. C L E A R  
TO T E R M I N A T E  R A D I A T I O N  CONTROL. 
-1 
H 
CPACE VEHICLE! SCRUR TURNAROUND 
D A T E  MARCH 15,  1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
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TEST N O  
R E M A R K C  
* I C  HS 
30 '  0 
C O N T I ~ W E D  
188 
( P A )  
11 1 
1 1 1  
11 1 
188 













S T A .  -
cv'r s 
C V T S  
CVTS 
KSTC 
C V T S  
C V T S  
C P S S  
K S T C  
I 
R A O I A T I O N  AHEA CUNTK'3L IS NO LONGER I N  
E F f E C T .  
MSTC 
K S T C  
C S T C  R A D I A T I O N  AREA CONTROL I!. NC CONGER IN 
EFFECT. 
C L T C  ECS CONFIGURED FOR GN2 STANDBY N I T H  
H A N O V A L V E S  C L O S t D  IS NO LONGER R E O U I R t D t  
C V T S  C L E A N  A L L  NUN-ESSENIIAL P t H S O N N E L  FOR 
L M  SHE VENT. 
ALL NUN-ESSENT I A L  PERSONNEL AI:; TO CLEAF 
THE CONTRdL AREA FOR LM SHE VENT. 
* L S ~ S T * P S * W A R ~ I N G ' * S * ~ * S * ~ ~  
* * 
* THt  CONTROL A R E A  FOR LM * * SHE VtNT C O N S I S T S  O F  I 
* THE SPACE I N T E R N A L  TO * 
* T H E  S L A P  IU, AND Z - I V B  * * FORWAttD AREAS. * * * 
******************$******** 
CPSS C L E A R  A L L  NON-ESSENTIAI .  PERaOt$NEL FROM 
THE CONTRCJL AHEA FOR LM SHE VENT. 
C V T S  THE CONTRnI, AHEA IS CLEAR OF ALL NUN- 
E S S E N T I A L  PERSONNEL ANP S A F E T V  IS 
READY TO START LM SHE VENT. 
C V T S  V E R I F Y  CLEARANCE T U  B E G I N  LM SdE VENT, 


















C V T S  LM SHE VEhT COHPLETEo 
CPSS LH SHE VENT COMPLETE. 
V E R I F Y  REAOY TU OPEN THE CONTHCL AREA 
FOR NORMAL UORK. 
LM SHE VENT I S  COMPLETE. T H E  COiiTROL 
AREA IS OPEN FOR NORMAL WORK. 
END OF I N I T I A L  2 4  HOURS OF 2d CAY 
SCRUB TURN4RWNO OPERATING STEPS. 
SYSTEU R E V E R I F I C A T I O N  1ESTS 
AS SHOUN ON THE 28-DAY 
PROCESSING CHART ARE SCHEDULED 
TO B E G I N  AT 1HIS  TIME. 
SCRUB/TURNAROUND OPERATIONS TO A 2-DAY LATER LAUYCH D A Y  




TEST NO.  
VEHICLE 
6 1  
APOLLO 16  




iES DEPICT TOTAL 
,SPED TIME BETWEEN 




mcWm:As-511 & SUBS 
msDw: 7 
A/S V SCRUB/TURNAROUND AT POST - L I  
n a S' r-800 00 00 
CONTROLLED AREAS I 
D G 


















J ,  
:0 
'EC' 



































































































ESZU>OUT FRAfviL - .  
6 3 / 6 9  
T E S T  N 3 .  SV-483110  
P A G E  
A 3 k L C )  V E H I C L E  ~ 





















L A &  ' ' ' r-T 3 b3C rT 'T rrrrrrrr!,  
Gm 
650.000 G A L ,  
NO 1 A T L V  S 
m- 
































00 FT. RADIUS 
rROUND SV ~ LIMITED ACCESS 
1\70 PERIMETER fENCC 












RVICE WR 1 41 41 
N PLATFO 
1. SCRUB OCCURRED BETWEEN 16.2 & 8 9  
2 INCLUDES RESERVKING LM SHc 
3 INCLUDES RESERVICING CSM LH2 & LO2 
SECONDS OF 1-0 I 4 ALSEP K A  N O T  Q E M O V E D  
BLAST DANGER ARL* I I  
' SPACi VEHICLE SCRtIB TURNAROUND 
D A T E  MARCH 15,  1972 



























I E SPONSE 
t f A  DESCRIPTION 
C V T S  
CTSC 
MSTC 
C V T S  
CTSC 
C L T C  
E S T A B L I S H  R A D I A T I O N  B A D G I N G  ISSUJE 
S T A T I O N S  ON L E V E L  3 AND S A  7 AND 
R A D I A T I O N  CONTROL. 
H A V E  PEHE ESTABL ISH R A O I A T  ION B A O G I N G  
I S S U E  S T A T I O N S  dN L E V E L  3 AND S A  7. 
E S T A B L I S H  R A D I A T I O N  CONTROL. 
S*StS*tlC*+f WARNING++*  r*++*tt  
t 
* THE R A D I A T I O N  CONTROL * 
* AREA C O N S I S T S  OF SCA * * I N T E K I O R ~  I U p  S - I V B  * 
* FMDp S / A  7 9  A N 0  I N S I D E  * * HSS P L A T F a R M  3A * 
* ENCLGSURE. $: * * 
**** S*+*****SS*+** ********* 
THE F C A  WILL NOT BE 
WEMOVEO D U R I N G  THE 
SCRUB TURNAROUND. 
THE CONTROL AHEA IS NOW OPEN FOR NORMAL 
WORK. R A D I A T I O N  AREA CONTROL REMAINS 
IN EFF€CT. 
THE C a r u m c L  AREA IS OPEN FOR NORMAL 
WORK 
CHANGE SMDP'; FROM 1 - S W I T C H  MODE T O  2- 
S W I T C H  1 - V A L V E  MOO€ AND V E R I F V m  H A V E  
2r30 FT. ACE ROOM OPENED. 
OPEN ML 280 FT. ACE ROOM. 
CHANGE SMDPS FROM 1 - S W I T C H  MOO€ T O  
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M M A N t  
STA. - 




3 1 1  c 
3TSC 
CVTS 
t V T S  
ESPONSE 
CT A DESCRIPTION I REMARKS 
;PSS SMDPS I S  GUING FROM 1 - S W I T C H  MODE TU 
Z - S h I  TCH 1 - V A L V E  MODE. 
l S T C  SHOPS IS I N  2 - S U I T C H v  1 - V A L V E  MLJDE. 
LVTS HL EGi?ESS/LES SPRAY S Y S T E M  C O N F I G U R E D  
FPdN F I E L D  A C T I V E  MUD€ T O  REMOTE 
COFITRr i o  
NOTE ---- 
E S P  MOVE I S  SCHEDULED FROM 
144 HOURS* 45' 0" TO T + 5  
HOURS, 1 5 '  0". 
;TSC R E P O R T  P R t V A l C I N G  WINO DATA. 
( R E F E R E N C E  LMH I T E M  l-SOlbe 
:VTS V E R I F Y  P R E V A I L I N G  WINDS DO N O T  EXCEED 
REOLINE VALUES FOR F R € E  S T A N O I N G  S V  
( R E F E R E N C E  C M R I .  
:VTS MSS I S  A P P R O X I M A T E L Y  15 M I N U T E S  FROM 
THE 3 5  FT. MARK. 
C L T C  CLEAR TO OISCONNECT AND R E T R A C T  P R I M A R Y  
DAMPER. 
HSTC P R I M A R Y  DAMPER H I L L  B E  D I S C O N N E C T E D .  
f 
SPACE VEHTCLE SCRUB 





















6 3  PAGE TURNAROUND 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-403000 




C T S C  
C TSC 
C T S C  
C L T C  
C V T S  
C L T C  
C V T S  





€ X l E N S I ~ ~ N  OF SA NO. 7 T I P  
IS S C H E Q U L E D  T O  t3EGIN AT 
T H I S  T I I IEO 
C V T S  ML f G R E S S / L f S  SPRAY S Y S T E M  CONFIGURED 
FROM f I E L G  A C T I V E  MO@E TO REMOTF 
CONTi4OLm ML EGKESS CHUTE SPRAY 
SYSTEM O E A C T I  VATED. 
C V T S  A L L  MSS PLATFORMS ARE OPEN. 
C V T S  MSS I S  AT 35 F T  AAD R E A D Y  TO P R O P E L  TO 
MATE. 
C V T S  P R I M A R Y  DAMPER IS D I S C O N N E C T E D  AND TSM 
TUWER I S  RETRACTEO. LV READY FOR MSS 
MATE. 
C T S C  P R I M A R Y  DAMPER I S  UISCUNNECTED AND T S M  
1 5  RETRACTED.  CLEAR TO P R O i f E O  WITH 
MSS T U  M A T t  P O S I T I O N .  REPORT WHEN M S S  
IS O V E H  MOUNTS. 
C V T S  H E W E S T  PEHE PERFORM SNIFFER CHFCKS I N  
S - I C  FWD, S-11 AFT,  AND I U / S - I V B  FWD 
AREAS WHEN ACCESS OOUHS A H t  OPEN. 
C P S S  V E R I F Y  K E A O Y  TU SUPPOHT LV ACCESS DUOKS 
S N I F F E R  CHECKS ON CH. 141. 
C T S C  PERFORM SNIFFER CHECKS I N  S-IC FWO, 
S-I1 FvlU, S - I 1  A F T  ANO IlJ/S-IVt3 FVlG 
A R E A S  WHEN ACCESS OOOkS A R E  UPEN, AND 
PERSUNNEL A R E  CLEAR TU ENTER. 
HAVE PEHE A D V I S E  SYSTEMS S A F E T Y  WHEN 
R E M A R K S  
qPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 







1 1 1  
11 1 
1 1 1  
11 1 
L 1 1  
111 
11 1 
1 1 1  
OUENCE -- 













cv T S  
ZLTC 
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TEST NO sv- 40300 
DESCRIPTION ESPONSE STA. 
S-IC FWD AREA ACCESS I S  
R k Q U I H E D  AT T + 6  HOURS 0' 
S - I 1  AFT AREA ACCf iS I S  
R E Q U I R E 0  A T  T + 6  HOURS 
1 5 '  0". 
O " ,  I U / S - I V B  FWO AND 
C V T S  M S S  I S  I N  M A T t  P O S I T I O k  ME AS UR E MEN T S 
A R E  COMPLETE. HEADY T U  JACK DOWN. 
C L T C  M S S  I S  O V E R  MOUNTS. REPORT WHEN TSM 
3 - 4 TOWER I S  E R E C T E D  AND HSS CAN BE 
LOWERED. 
C V T S  T S M  3 - 4 TOWER E R E C T E D  AND C L E A R  FOH 
LOWERING MSS ON MOUNTS. 
N O T I F Y  C L T C  I F  M S S  MUST 0k R E Q O S I T I U N € D  
P R I O R  TO LOWERING. 
C P S S  V E R I F Y  CLEARANCE T O  LOWEK M S S  ON M O U N l S  
C T S C  TSM 3 - 4 TOWER ERECTED. C L E A R  T O  
LOWER HSS ON MOUNTS. 
REPORT I F  M S S  R E P O S I T I O N I N G  IS 
NE CES S AR V 
C V T S  RANGE CLEARANCE FOR S - I 1  TM IS NO 
LONGER RE2:UIR t o o  
SRO LV S - I 1  T M  L I N K S  B F - 1  AND t3F-2 ARE O F F .  
C V T S  R E D U C E  S M  ECS FLOW R A T E  TO 2 0  LHS/MIN. 
I 
R E M A R K S  
H 
SPAC VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
DATE MARCH 15, 
REVISION 003 
COMM. 1 7  
































C V T S  
C V T S  
CPSS 
C V T S  
C T S C  
C T S C  





C L T C  REDUCE S M  ECS FLOW K A T E  T U  20 L B S / M I N a o  
REPORT WHEN COMPLETEo 
NOTE ---- 
I U  0 TI4 O P E N I N G  IS S C H k O U L E D  
TO B E G I N  A T  T H I S  TIME. 
G M I L  V E h I F V  HEADY TU SUPPOhT CSM H I T H  GCN 
U P L I  NK E NABLEo 
C V T S  V E R I F Y  G M I L  SUPPORT FOR G&N U P L I N K  
ENABLE. 
C V T S  MSS IS ON MOUNTS. 
C L T C  M S S  IS ON MOUNTS. REAOY FGQ A U X I L I A R Y  
DAMPER CONNECT ION 0 
MSTC A U X I L I A R Y  DAMPER WILL BE CONNECTED. 
C V T S  S N I F F E R  CHECK I N  S-IC FWO AREA IS 
CUMPLE T E o  PERSONNEL M A Y  ACCESS 
THROUGH S A  NO0 2. 
C L T C  C P S S  H A S  APPROVED LV A C C E S S  THROUGH 
S - I C  FWO OOOK ( S A  NO. 2 ) .  
C V T S  CONNECT2 NG AND P R E S S U H I  Z I  NG MSS/PAD 
3000 P S I  GN2 H A L A H D  PUHGE S U P P L Y  LINE. 
C V T S  CONNECT1 NG ANU P R E S S U R I Z I N G  MSS1PAO 
6000 PSI GHE LINES.  
C P S S  C O N N E C T I N G  AND P R E S S U R I Z I N G  M S S / P A D  
6000 P S I  GHF L l N f S o  
REMARKS 
?PACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
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C O N T I  
11 1 
111 
1 1 1 
11 1 







S T A  
C T S S  
C V T S  
C T S C  
C T S C  
DESCRIPi  10% 
*VOTE ---- 
THE { N S T I L L A T I O N  OF S - I V B  
A C C E S S  K I T  IS SCHEDULED 
FROM T + 6  HOURS, 1 5 '  0" T O  
T + 7  HOURS, 45' (3". 
C V T S  CUNNECTI NG MSS/PAU COMM AND INSTRUMEN-  
T A T I O N  C A B L E S  AND C O N F I G U R I N G  M S S /  
TRANSPORTER OIS 1'3 H A K O L I N E  P R I O R  TO 
DISCONNkCTING M S S  TRANSPORTER 01 S 
M S S  TRANSFER T O  P P D  POWER. 
I N T E R F A C E .  
'i s TC 
K S T C  
C L T C  STAh!!DRY F O R  013  TRAKiSTE3 F R O M  C l  T O  PAD 
C V T S  M b S  TRAkSF'cR T O  PAD POWER WILL  UCCUK 
I N  1 5  H I N U T E S .  
NOT E ---- 
MSS H i - R I S E  E L E V A T O R S ,  
h V 4 C  AND F A C I L I T Y  A I R  
C O M P R E S S O K S  WILL B E  
POIJkRED OWN FOH MSS 
POWER TRANSFER AND 
POWERED UP AFTktt MC,b 
PUU€P\ TRANS F ERm 
C V T S  M S S I P A O  COMM ANO I f V S T R l l M E N T A T I O N  C A e L E S  
CONNECTED AND M S S  O I S - R F  C O N F I G L  .ED TU 
HAROL I N € .  
R E M A R K S  
?PACE WHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
YARCH 15, 1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS : ) A i €  
003 & E \  :sloN 




11 1 4 
l l l  5 
I 
i 
11 1 1 
111 2 
A1 1 3 
11 1 1 
11 1 2 
I 
REMARC -- 
C V T S  
CTSC 
1 






G V T S  H S S  PLATFORM NO. 5 IS AVAILABLE FOR i 
i 
I 
I M S T C  
KSTC 
CLTC HSb O I S  i C  COlvNECTED TO PAU. 
JOINT ACCE SS. 
N S T C  MSS PCATFCRM NO. 5 IS AVAILABLE FOfi 
J O I N T  ACCE SSm 
1 
i 









i - -- - 
i 
JOINT PLATFORH USAGE IS 
REQUIRED U N T I L  INSTALLATIUN 
OF ANNULUS R I N G S  ARE 
COMPLETEOI 
CVTS V E R I F Y  REAOY FOR MSS POWER TRANSFER TU 
PA@ POUERm 
C V T S  HSS TRANSFER T O  PAD POWER COHPLETE- 
C V T S  TRAYSPORTER JACKING DOWN AlvO PROPELLING 
TO PARK POSITION. 
CPSS V t R I F Y  CLEARANCE FOR La2 STORAGE TANK 
REPLENIS He 




SPACE VEHICLE SCRftR TURNAROUND 























C V T S  
C V T S  
CPSS 
C V T S  
C V T S  
K S T C  
NOTE ---- 
L H Z  STOR4GE TANK 
GALLONS I S  S C H E D U L E D  
R E P L E N I S H H E N T  TU 6 5 0 e O O O  
FROM T + 7  HOURSe 0' 0" TO 
T + l l  HOURS, 0 '  0". 
M S S I P A D  6000 P S I  GHE L I N E  IS 
CONNECTED AND P R E S S U R I  LEO. 
C I S S I P A D  GHE AND GN2 3000 P S I  L I N E S  
AWE BEING CONNECTED AN0 WILL B E  
P R E S S U R I  Z E D  I N  A P P R O X I M A T E L Y  ONt 
HOUR 0 
C O N N E C T I N G  AND P R E S S U R I Z I N G  U S S I P A D  GHE 
AND GN2 3000 P S I  L I V E S .  
C ISSIPAD 3000 P S I  H A Z A R D  PURGE SUPPLY 
L I N E  CONNECTED AN0 P R E S S U R I Z E D .  
S - IV t3  FORWARD ACCESS K I T  R E U U I R € D  FOR 
L H  OPERAT I O N S  I 5  I N S T  ALL ED. 
THE S - I V B  FORWARD ACCESS K I T  H A S  B E E N  
I N S T A L L E O o  B E G I N  S H E  RESERV I C E  
PHEPARAT I ON. 
REMARKS 
PACE WHICLE SCRUR TURNAROUND 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 1972 
7 1  
sv- 4 0 3 c) 0 
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C V T S  
CTSC 
C V T S  
fESPONSE 
CT A DESCRIPIION 
I N S T A L L A T I O N  UF IU LIGHTS 
IS SCHEDULED T i l  B E G I N  A T  
T H I S  T I H E .  
LM S H E  PREP3 - I N T E k i O R  
ARE SCHEDULED TO B E G I N  A T  
S L A ,  IU AND s - w e  F O R W A R D  
T H I S  T I M E .  
C V T S  HSS/PAD GHE AND GN2 S Y S T E M S  
PHESSURI LED. 
MS7C HSS/PAD GHE AND C N 2  3000 PSI  LINES 
HAVE BEEN CUNNECTED AND PKESSURIZEDo 
C V T S  HSS PLATFORM rV0. 3 IS A V A I L A B L E  FOR 
30  INT ACCESS. 
KSTC WSS QLATFUAM NO. 3 I S  A V A I L A B L E  f O R  
J O I N T  A C C t S S .  
JOINT PLATFORM USAGE 
IS REQUIRED UNTIL 
I NSTALLATI GN OF 
ANNULUS RINGS ARE 
COMPL ET ED. 
R E M A R K  
CPACE VEHICL" SCRUR TURNAROWD 
OAT' MARCH 15 ,  1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
003 HEVISION 
75 
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C V T S  
C V T S  
c TSC 
C V T S  
lESPONSE 
tl A DESCRIPTION 
NOTE ---- 
CM SHE PREPS - MSS 
I U  ARE SCHEDULED TO 
PLATFORM NO. 3 AND 
t3EGIN A T  THI S TIHE.  
NQT E ---- 
L M  W A T b  SAMPLING IS 
S C H t O l J L E D  TU B E G I N  
A T  T H I S  TIME. 
C V T S  R E A O Y  FUR REMOVAL OF W/R MSS DOOR 
LOCK. 
C T S C  REOUfST ACCESS TO HSS PLATFORM 
NO. 4 FOR REMOVAL OF W/R HSS DOOH 
LOCK. 
LLTC kEWOVE W/R MSS DOOR LOCK. 
C V T S  MSS PLATFCRM NO. 4 IS A V A I L A B L E  FOR 
J O I N T  ACCESS. 
M S T C  M S S  PLATFORM NO. 4 I S  A V A T L A 6 L E  FOR 
J O I N T  ACCESS. 
CPACE I'ERICLE SCRUR 'IURNAROUND 
O A T '  MARCH 15, 1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
00 3 dtbl5ION 
PAGE 
TEST NO 






















CT A DESCRIPTION 
NOTE ---- 
J O I N T  PLATFORM USAGE 
IS REQUIRE0 UNTIL 
I N S l A L L A T I G N  OF 
CINNUCUS R I N G S  ARE 
C O M P L E T E 0 0  
: V T S  H E W E S T  HSS P L A T F U R H  NO. 1 8 E  
P O S I T I W E D  A T  LV S T A T I O N  1848 FbR 
S-I1 INSULATION INSPECTION0 
:TSC CLOSE MSS PLATFOHM NLJo 1 A T  LV 
S T A T I O N  1848 FOR 5-11 I N S U L A T I O N  
IN SP E c T I ON. 
: V T S  MSS PLATFORM NO. 1 IS A V A I L A B L E  
FOR JOINT ACCESS. 
:LTC MSS PLATFGWM NO. 1 IS A V A I L A B L E  
FOR J O I N T  ACCESS. 
NUTE ---- 
J O I N T  PLATFORM USAGE IS 
K E O U I R E O  UNTIL SNSTACLATICN 
OF ANNULUS R I N G S  ARE 




CPACE VEHICLE SCRUR TURNAROUND 
OA' '  WRCH 15, 1972 
003 H E V I 5 I O N  
113 kR 
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b 1 3  ktt 









( P A )  
iEOUENCE 






L T S i  
KSTC 





S-11 I N S U L A T I O N  I N S P E C T I O N  
IS S C H E D U L E D  TO BEGIN AT 
THIS T I M E ,  
NOT E ---- 
CSH CHYO H E S E R V I C E  P R E Y S  
ARE SCHEOULED TO 6 E G I N  A T  
T H I S  TIME. 
C V T S  HSS LES SYKAY SYSTEM ON PLATFORM NO0 5 
AND M S S  L E V E L S  OECUGE SYSTEM H A V E  SEEN 
SPRAY AND ML EGRESS SPRAY SVSTEHS H A V E  
P L A C E D  IN F I E L D  A C T I V E  MODE, ML L E S  
dEEN SECURED. 
C V T S  C L E A H  THE CONTKOL AREA FOR L M  SHE 
R E S E R V I C E .  
ALL NON-ESSENT I A L  PERSONNEL ARE TO 
C L E A R  THE CONTROL AREA FOR L M  SHE 
R E S €  RV I C E UP E R A 1  104s 
**bs*  r t * S + + w A R N I ~ G S + S ~ r + r * * *  
* * 
* THE CONTROL AREA FOR L M  * 
* SHE R E S E R V I C E  C O N S I S T S  * 
OF THE LM OFSCENT AREA * 
4 I N T E R N A L  TO THE S L A V  I U  * * AND S - I V B  FORUARO. * 
t * 
r * + * * + * * * * S * S * s * * * * ~ * * * * r *  s 
W E  MARCH 15 ,  1972 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNF.POt7ND 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
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C V T S  
c V T S  
CT SC 
DESCRIPTION ESPONSE CT A 
;PSS CLEAR ALL V.IN-ES;ENTIAC QERSONNEL FP.?OM 
THE CChTKCIL AHEC FOR L M  SHE R f S € H V I C E  
OPERA T I  O N  S e  
V E R I F Y  C L € A i i A N C E  Tu TRANSPORT 
LH2 AND L O 2  DEWARS 111 LC-39. 
CVTS V E R I F Y  CQSS CLEAHANCE TU TRANSPORT C H Z  
AND LO2 DEWARS TO LC-39. 
CVTS T H E  CONTROL AREA I S  C L E A R  O f  ALL NON- 
E S S t r J T I A L  PERSONNEL AND S A F F T Y  IS READY 
11) S T A R T  L M  SHE R E S E R V I C E .  
: V l S  V E R I F Y  CLEARANCE TO B E G I N  SHE VENT AND 
TANK RESERVICE.  
Z V T S  C L E A R  C O N l K U l  AREA FOtX LH2 DEWAR 
TRANSFER TO HSS L E V E L  4 A  AND L O 2  DENAH 
TRANSFER TO MSS +12 FOOT LEVEL. 
CONF I G U K €  E L k V A T O R S  FUR TRANSFER. 
REQUEST CPSS CLEARANCE FOR TRANSFER, 
ZEQUEST H A L A R O  MONITOR S Y S T E M  ACT IVE. 
SEN0 SEHL TO CH. 222. 
CPSS C L E A R  CUNTHOL AHEA FOR A R R I V A L  O F  L t i Z  
AND LO2 OFMARS AND POSITIONING UN 
SERVICE STRUCTURE. D E W A R S  ARE T o  BE 
MOVED I N  SERIES.  M A I N T A I N  CONTHOL 
AHEA AROUND DEWAR CONVOY. 
CTSC C O N F I G U k E  AND OPERATE M S S  LOW R I S E  
AND H IGH R I S E  E L E V A T O R S  FOR LH2 DEWAR 
TRANSFER T O  L E V E L  4A. 
A C T I V A T E  HAZAKO M O N I T O R  SYSTEM.  HAVt  
SEHZ H E P O R T  TO H T P E  ON CH. 222. 






'SPACE VEHICLE SCRUR TURNAROUND 
t19 hiH 
1 5 '  0 
119 kR 
45' 0 
t 2 C  HH 
1 5 '  0 
b21 HP 






















C V T S  
CP s s  
C V T S  
M S T C  
C V T S  




M S T C  HAZARD M O N f T O k  S Y S T E M  IS A C T I V E .  
C V T S  T H E  C O N T R O L  AREA IS CLEAR OF ALL Noh- 
E S S E N T I A L  P E R S O N N E L  AND S A F E T Y  IS 
READY TO TA4NSFER L H 2  DEWAR T O  MSS 
L E V E L  4 A .  
M S T C  C L E A R  TO TRANSFER L H 2  DEJAR TCi M S S  
L E V E L  4 A o  
NOTE ---- 
LH2 O k U A R  W I C L  GO TO MSS 
L E V E L  4Am 
L O X  DEWAR H A N O L I N G  W I L L  
S T A R T  I N  P A R A L L E L  WiTH 
LH2 DEWAR AS SOON A S  THE 
HIGH R I S E  ELEVATOR S T A R T S  
B f i  HELD I N  P A D  STORAGE 
UP. BACKUP DEWARS H I L L  
AREAS. 
C T S C  M S S  E L E V A T O R S  ARE R E L E A S E D  FROM 
DEWAR TRANSFER OPERAT ION. 
C P S S  V E R I F Y  S A F E T Y  CLEARANCE TO FLOW GH2 
FOR CSM. 
R E M A R K S  
H 
cPP.CE VEHICLE SCRUB "URNAROUND 
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2 1  t-H! 
1 5 '  P' 
2 1  HR: 
4 5 '  0' 









1 0 8  

















( S T C  







S T A  DESCRIPTION 
L V T S  V E R I F Y  C P S S  CLEARANCE TU FLOW GH2. 
L V T S  L M  SHE R E S E R V I C E  COMPLETE. 
3PSS LM SHE RESERVICE IS COMPLETE. 
VER1F.b R E A D Y  T U  OPEN THE CONTROL A R E A  
FOR NORMAL WORK. 
LM SHE R E S E R V I C E  IS COMPLETE. THE 
CONTROL AREA IS OPEN FOR NORMAL WORK, 
C V T S  MSS PLATFORM NO, 1 IS A V A I L A B L E  F Q H  
O P E N 1  NG. 
LTSC OPEN AND SECURE MSS PLATFORM NU0 10 
NOTE 
-..a00 
P L A T F O R M  P R E P A R A T I O N  WORK 
I S  TO BE ACCOMPLISHED ON 
A N U N - I N T E R F E R E N C E  BAS IS 
U I T H  THE HSS P L A T F O R M  CREW. 




'SPACE' VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
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REVISION 003  
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1 8 1  
TEST No SV-40300 
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PAGE 
ESPONSE 
C T  A DESCRIPTION 
NOTE ---- 
HSS PLATFORM NO. 3 AND 
NO. 4 A I R  C O N D I T I O N I N G  
S Y S T E M  IS TO BE POWERED 
DOWN P R I G R  TO S T A R T I N G  CSM 
L O 2  AND CH2 S E R V I C I N G .  
~~ 
REMARKS 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB 
D A T E  MARCH 15,  1972 
fqk VISION 00 3 
TIME 
. 2 2  kt4! 
45' 0' 
COMM 
CH iEOUENCE -- 
Tu RNAROUN D 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS - 
OMMANC 
STA. 
1 ESPON SE 
STA DESCRIPTION 
+ ~ * P ~ + ~ + ~ ~ W A R N A N G * ~ + * ~ * * * ~ *  
t * 
* D U R I N G  LH2 FLOW, S E H L  * 
* WILL MONITOR HYOROGEN 4 
* D E T E C T I O N  SYSTEM METERS * 
4 A N 0  INFORM MSTC OF ALL * * HYDROGEN 1 N D I C A T I O r . i  * 
* S P E C I F Y I N G  SENSOR I r D .  * 
* AND PERCENT GAS * 
* COidC E N T R A T I  ON. I 
* SYSTEM SAFETY ( P V S S I  * 
* WILL V E R I F Y  K E A O I N G S  * * U S I N G  A PORTABLE G A S  * 
* OETECTOH ( A  FOUR PERCENT* * C O N C E h T R A T I O N  OF * 
* HYOROGEK C O N S T I T U T E S  AN * 
* E X P L O S I V E  ATMOSPHERE.) * * * 
* MSTC WILL D I R E C T  t 
* SECURING O f  LH2 FLOW * * UNDER C O N O l T l U N S  OF * 
* R A P 1 0  I N C R E A S E  I N  H2 * 
* C O N C E N T R A T I O N  OR A * 
* REPOR? ED R E A D I N G  N E A R I N G *  * FOUR PERCENT AT ANY * * SENSOR. * * * 
* T I M E  P E R k l r T I N G p  MSTC * 
* WILL CONFER W I T H  P V S S  * * ANC NLFC P h I O R  TO * 
* D I R E C T I N G  ANY * * I N T t H K U P T I O N  OF FLOW. * 
* C V T S  WILL D I R E C T  THE * 
* USE OF THE GN2 DELUGE * 
* PURGE AS S P E C I F I E O  I N  * 






REM& R K !  
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I CTSC i C V l S  M S S  3LATFOKM F\1G. 1 I S  OPEN AN0 SECURE.  i 
C 
C / T S  
MSTC 
I T S  
CVT S 
C V T S  
. V T S  CLEAR T H E  CCNTROL AREA FOR C S M  L H 2  
H E S E R V I C I N G .  
, L T C  M S S  PLATFORM NO. Z I S  OPEN AND SECURE. 
I 
R E O U E S i  CPSS CLEARANCE T O  S T A R T  L H 2  
HE SE K V I  C I NGo 
CHANGE SMOPS FROlY 2-SW I T C H ,  1 - V A L V E  
MODE TO 1 -SWITCH MODE A t 4 0  V E R I F Y .  
!ST C 
;STC V E R I F Y  ALL NON-EXPLOSION-PROOF 
E L E L T R I C A L  E Q U I P M E N T  O N  THE SC L E V E L S  
OF T H E  M S S  HAVE BEEN DISCONNECTEi-). 
NOT E 
SMDPS IS C O N F I G U R E 9  FUR 
1 - S W I T C H  AT T H E  C O M P L E T I r l N  
OF CONTKUL AREA C L E A R S N G  
AT T+23 IIJUkS, 1 5 '  0". 
; L T C  CHANGE THE Shr jPS FROM 2 - S W I T C H  
1 - V A L V E  MODE TO 2 - S w I T C H  M 9 0 E o  HEPONT 
WHEN CUMPLETE. 
ALL Ni3N-ESSENT I A L  P E K S O N N t C  A R E  TO 
CLEAR THE CONTROL A R E A  FOR CSH C R Y 0  
R E S E R V I C I N G .  
5PACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
G A T E  MARCH 1 5 ,  1 9 7 2  
REVISION 003 APOLLOiSATURN LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
84 
SV- 40 3 0 0 


















1 1 1  
j I 
I 
i+23 H q  
! 15' o a  




























* THE CONTROL AREA FCX t S M *  
CRYO RESERVICING 
CONSISTS OF 1 1 0 0  FT. 




CLEAR ALL NON-ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL FROM ' 
THE CONTROL AREA FOR CSM CRYO 
RESERVICING, ALL NON-EXPLOSION-PROOF 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT ON THE SC LEVELS 
OF THE MSS HAVE AEEN DISCONNECTED, 
THE CONTROL AREA IS CLEAR OF ALL NON- 
ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL AND SAFETY IS 
READY TO STkRT CSM LH2 RESERVICING, 
CLEAR To CHANGE SMDPS FROM 2-SWITCH 
MODE 'Io 1-SWITCH MODE FOR LH2 
RESERVICING, 1 
CHANGE SMDPS TO 1-SWITCH WDE, REPORT i 
I WHEN COMPLETE, 
SMDPS IS IN 1-SWITCH MODE, 
CLEAR '10 START CSM t H 2  RESERVICING, 
SMDPS IS IN 1-SWITCH MODE. 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR C I F  
ANTENNA CALIBRATION, (2282.5 MHZ AND 
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4 5 l  0 
+25 :O 
1 C A  
1 HR 
0' 0 
' + 2 5 : 1  
* 1 CA 
1 HK 





















C V T S  
MSTC 
CTSC 
C V T S  
C V T S  
MST C 
DESCll?llON 1 E WON I€ C T A  
CVTS V E R I F Y  k A V I A T I O N  C L k A R A N C E  FOR C I F  
A N T t N N A  C A L l d R A T I O N o  ( 2 2 8 2 . 5  MHZ 
AND 2267.5 MHL).  
CPSS V E R I F Y  k € A C Y  TO SUQFOkT TRANSFER OF 
L O 2  OEWAR TO H S S  L E V E L  4 A o  KEEP 
CVTS INfORHEi )  OF OEkAR L O C A T I O N  
R E L A T I V E  10 SPACE V E H I C L E .  
C V T S  CLEAR CONTROL AREA FOR LO2 OEWAR 
TAANSFEK TU 4 A e  V E R I F Y  CPSS CLEARANCE 
FOR TRANSFER, 
CVTS C I F  ANTENNA C A L I 6 K A T I U N  15 COMPLETE. 
T E R M I N A T E  CLEARANCE FOR 2282.5 M H L  AND 
2 t a r . s  MHZ. 
S R O  C I F  ANTENNA C A L I B R A I I O N  COMPLFTE. R F  
C L f A R A N C E  NO LONGER H€QUIREDm 
CPSS V € R I F Y  S A F E T Y  CLEARANCE TU S T A R T  CSM 
LO2 RESERVICING. 
C V T S  V E R I F Y  CPSS CLEARANCE TC S T A R T  C S M  
LO2 R E S E R V I C I N G .  
H 
H 
YARCH 15, 1972 O A T €  
HLVISION 003 




1 O A 1  
4 b e !  





l a d  













: V T S  
;L  TC 
86 
SV-40 3 00 





C V T S  C S M  PERSOklUEL ARE C L E A R I N G  TH W kUL 
AREA. 
R € Q U E S r  C Y S S  CLEARAhCE TO S T A c i f  SH LU2 
AND LH2 TANK P t t E S S U R I L A T I U N  TO LEaS THAI 
2 5  PERC€NT 0. B. 
ALL PERSONNEL AM TU cLEait THE CONTKC~L 
AREA FOR CSA LO2 AND LH2 TANK 
P R E S S U R I Z A T I O N  T O  FLIGHT PRESSURES. 
***,++*4**WARNING****=~**** 
I * 
IS T H E  CONTRUL AREA FOR C S W  * LO2 AND Lti2 TANK * 
* PHE SSURI  L A T I  ON CONS1 STS * 
* Of THE AREA C O N F I N E D  B Y  * 
* THE COMPLEX P E R I M E T E R  * FENCE. * 
It * 
* S * + ~ ~ * * ~ * * * * * * ~ * * + * * * * * * * *  
C P S S  CLEAR ALL PERSONNEL FROM THE CONTROL 
AREA FOR CSM LO2 AND LH2 TANK 
VERXFY SEAOY T O  S T A R T  LO2 AND LH2 TANK 
P R E S S 3 R I L A T I O N  10 L E S S  THAN 2 5  PERCENT 
0.6. 
P i t E S S U R I Z A T I O N  TO FLIGHT PRESSURESO 
V E R I F Y  HEADY FOR E C S  GN2 STANDBY. 
(HANC V A L V E S  O P E N )  
MSTC CLEAR TO START UIITH P R E S S U R I Z A T I O N  T O  
L E S S  THAN 25 PERCENT 0.8. 
C V T S  R E Q U E S T  C P S S  V E R I F Y  HEADY FOR ECS GN2 
STANDBY. (HAND V A L V E S  OPEN) 
REMARK 
L'ATk MARCH IS, 1972 
003  HtVISION 
T + 3 1  15 
+ 1 C A I  
7 h R $  
15' 0" 
11 1 


















C V T S  
HSTC 
c V T S  
CVTS 
C V T S  
LAUNCH OP€RATIONS 
I E SPON SE 
<TA OESCRIPTION 
C V T S  H E Q U t S T  CLEARANCE TU P R E S S U K I Z E  
LUZ A N 0  LH2 1ANKS TU F L I G H T  PRESSURES, 
C V T S  THE CONTROL AREA I S  C L E A R  OF A L L  
PERSONNEL AND SAFETY I S  REAUV TO 
START CSM LO2 AND LH2 TANK 
P R E S S U R I L A T I O N  TO F L I G H T  PRESSUkES. 
WSTC C L E A H  TO PRdCkEL) WITH P R E S S U R I Z A T I O N  
Tt) F L I G H T  PHESSURES. 
CVTS C R Y 0  T A N K  P R E S S U R I Z A T I t i h  IS COMPLETE. 
TANK PHESSUHES H A V E  STABILIZEDO 
C O N T I N U I N G  CM SURGE TANK 
OPENEC FOR NOHHAL WORK EXCEPT CM 
P H E S S U f l I Z A T  ION. CONTROL AREA MAY BE 
INTERIOR,  V E R I F Y  WHEN OPEN. CHANGk 
SHOPS TO 2-SUITTCHr 1 - V A L V E  MOCE AND 
VERIFY,  
C P S S  V E R I F Y  R E A W  T O  OPEN T H E  CONTROL AREA 
FUR NORMAL WORK E X C E P T  FOR C P  I N T E H I O A o  
SHOPS W I N G  FRUH 1 - S W I T C H  MOD€ TO 
2 - S d I T C H .  l - ' I A L V E  M O D t o  
CSM LO2 AND LH2 TANK P H E S S U H I Z A T I U N  15 
COHPCET€o 
C O N T I N U I N G  CW SURGE TANK 
OPEN FOR NORHAL WORK E X C E P T  FOR CM 
PRESSURI ZAT ION. THE CONTROL ARFA IS 
I NT ER I Ok 
C L T C  CHANGk THE SHOPS FROM 1-SWITCH MODE 
T O  2-SWITCH, 1 - V A L V E  MODE. R E P O H 1  
WHEN COMPLETE. 
R E M A R K S  
H 
TPACP I'EHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
O A T '  MARCH 15, 1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
0 0 3  R E V  ISION - 
COMM 
CH - 

















ST* .  
- 
: V T S  
CLTC 
MSTC 
C V T S  
C V T S  
C V l S  
I 
8 8  
sv- 40 300 










c v s s  
M S T C  
THE CONTROL AREA I S  UP€N F O R  NORMAL 
WORK EXCEPT FOR CH I N T E k I O K e  SMDPS 
IS IN A Z - S W I T C H ,  1 - V A L V E  H O D t o  
ECS IS C O N f I G U H E D  FOR GN2 S T A N D B Y  
(HAND VALVES CLOSEDJ 
s r * ~ * + * * + ~ u A R ~ I ~ G % r r * * * * * * *  
t * 
4 E C S  IS TO dE C O N F I G U R E D  
f FUR GN2 S T A N D a Y  U I T H  * 
* H4ND V A L V E S  CLOSED L 
WHALE T H E  A L S E P  F U E L  * 
* C A P S U L E  IS I N S T A L L E D  I N  * * 1HE V E H I C L E ,  F O R  AN rt 
* EMERGENCY I N V O L V I N G  THE * * FUEL CAPSULE, THE t 
* HAND V A L V E S  WILL N O T  t3E * 
* OPENED U N T I L  D I R E C T E D  * * t3Y C V T S ,  * 
* 
~ ~ t r ~ r t ~ t l ~ * ~ + ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
CH SURGE TANK PKESSURIcATlON C O M Y C t T E ,  
CH I N T E R I O t  MAY BE OPENED FUR NORMAL 
MURK. V E i 4 I F Y  WHEN UPEN. 
CM SUHGk TANK P R t S S l J H I  Ldl I O N  C W f L E T E r  
V E R I F Y  R E A D Y  TO OPEN THE CONTROL AREA 
FOR NORMAL WORK, 
CM SURGE TANK P k E S S U R I f A T f O N  IS 
COMPLETE.  T H E  CONTHUL AREA IS O P E N  
FOR NCRHAL WORK. 
T H E  CONTROL A R € A  IS OPEN FOY NORMAL 
WOHK. 
R E M A R K S  
- -  
t-4 
1 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
O A T €  MARCH 15, 1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
00 3 REVISION 
r+3i:i! 
b 1 C A \  
7 HW! 
1 5 '  On 
t+ 33 :4! 
e 1 C A I  
4 5 '  C' 
9 tw 
l+ 3 4  :G( 
b 1 O A l  
1 0  FF?: 
4 C '  C' 
1 + 3 5 : 4 !  
1 CA'I 



































3 S T C  
89 
TEST NO SV-40300 
VEHICLE APOLIIO 16 
PAGE 
!E SPON SE 
CT A DESCRIPTION 
CTSC PilWER UP HSS PLATFORM NO. 3 AND NO. 4 
A I R  C O N D I T I O N I N G  SYSTEM. 
: V T S  L L E A R  TO SECURE H A L I R O  H L I N I T O K  SYSTEM. 
S V T S  LH SHE R E S E R V I C E  L I N E S  ARE DISCGNNECTED, 
FOS MAY BE REMOVED. 
ZLTC L M  SHE R E S E R V I C E  L I N E S  H A V E  B E E N  
DISCONNECTED AND YOU aft€ CLEAR TO 
W E W V E  FDS FROM THE I lJ /S - IVBr  
; V T S  I'CSS PLATFORM NO. 5 I S  A V A I L A B L E  FOR 
OY EN 1 NG. 
: V T S  MSS PLATFORM NO0 5 I S  A V A I L A B L E  FOR 
OPENING I N  CONJUNCT I O N  NIT14 0-64LL 
CABLE C C N K E C T I O N o  
CTSC O P E N  AN0 SECURE M S S ' P L A T F D H M  NO. 50 
CUOROINATE +BALL CONNECTION M I T H  LV 
P E R S O N N E L  AT HSS P L A T F O H M  NO. 50 
C V T S  3000 P S I  M S S I P A D  GN2 AN0 CHE L I N E S  MAY 
BE D I S C O N N E C T E D  AT T H I S  T I M E .  
REMARKS 
H 
5 PACE TrEB lCLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
['"' MARCH I S ,  1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
00 3 f ? t V l ~ l O N  
90 
SV- 40 30 0 




r +  35 :45 
1 1 C A \  
10 kN5 
4 5 '  0' 
'+35 :3c 
t 1 LA1 
11 HR! 
3 0 '  0' 
COMM 
CH. 














C V T S  
MSTC 
C V T S  
DESCRIPTION fESPONSE C I A  
NOT E ---- 
CSH REQUIRES MSS/PAD 300C 
P S I  GNZ AND GHE L I N E S  UNTIL 
T + l  D A Y ,  11 HOUKS, 45' 0". 
C V T S  HS$ PLATFORM NO, 3 IS A V A I L A B L E  FOR 
OPEN 1 NGo 
C T S C  OPEN AND SECURE MSS PLATFORM NO. 30 
NOT E ---- 
PLATFORM PREPARATION WORK 
IS T O  BE ACCOMPLISHED ON 
A NON-INTERF ERENCE BAS IS 
W I T H  THE MSS PLATFORM CREW. 
C V T S  H S S  PLATFORM NO. 4 IS A V A I L A B L E  FOR 
OPENING. 
C T S C  OPEN AND SECUHE MSS PLATFORM NO. 6 0  
NOTE ---- 
PLATFORM PHEPARAT I O N  WORK 
I S  TO BE ACCOMPLISHED ON 
A NUN-INTERFERENCE O A S I S  




' SPA& trEHICLE CCRUB TURNAROUND 
D A T E  MARCH 15 ,  1972 
003 REVISION 
;+35 :3 C O l u T I  
1 C A  
11 
3 C '  0' 
' +  35 :*: 
. 1 C A I  
11 HH! 
45' On 
- + 3 6  :3( 
1 C A !  
12 HR! 




















C L T C  





C V T S  
CTSC 
CVTS 
C V T S  
C P S S  
C V T S  
NOT E ---- 
MSS PLATFORMS NU. 3 AND 
NU. 4 ARE SCHEDULED TO 
B E  LJPENED FROM T + 1  DAY 
11 HOURSI 3 G '  0" TO T+1 
O A Y  1 5  HOURS, 0' 0". 
CLEAR TO D I S C O N N E C T  
GN2 AN0 GHE L INES.  
M S S / P A D  3000 PSI 
TERMINATE AND DISCO!-NECT MSS/PAD 
3000 P S I  GN2 AN0 GHE LINES. 
PLATFORM NO. 5 i s  O P E N  AND SECURE. 
K S C  S V S T E M S  S A F E T Y  SUPPORT W I L L  B E  
KEUUIREO I N  30 MINUTES ON ML LEVEL 2 4 0  
FUR GH2 SNIFFER CHECKS. 
SUPPORT F O R  LV WILL BE HEUUIRED I N  3 0  
MINUTES ON ML LEVEL 240 FOR GH2 S N I F F E R  
CHECKS OF THE S - I V B  HEAT EXCHANGER U N I T  
430A. 
K S C  SYSTEMS SAFETY SUPPORT WILL BE 
REQUIRED I N  3 0  MINUTES ON ML L E V E L  180 
T O  PERFORM GH2 SNIFFER CHECKS OF S7-41 
"0" UNIT. 
R E M A R K S  
I 
SPACE WHICLE SCRUB "URNAROUND 
MARCH 15,  1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS D A T E  
REVISION 0 0 3  
TIME 
r + 3 6  :3c 
1 1 CA' I  
1 2  t-ii: 
3 C '  0' 
;+36 :4f 
k 1 C A I  
1 2  HR! 


























C V T S  
C V T S  
C V t  s 
CVTS 
CVTS 
C L T C  
C V T S  
PAGE 
9 2  TEST NO sv- 40 300 
APOLLO 16 
IESPONSE 
t t A  DESCRIPTION 
CPSS SUPPORT FOR LV WILL t3E R E Q U I R E D  I i ,  
3 @  M I N U T E S  ON ML LEVEL 180 T O  PERFORM 
GH2 S N I F F E R  CHECKS OF 57-41 "9'' UNIT ,  
K S T C  
C L T C  
C P S S  
K S T C  
MSTC 
CL  TC 
CVT S 
MSTC 
K S T C  
V E R I F Y  C M  525 PLATFORM REMOVAL IS 
COMPLETE ANI) C L E A R  T O  B E G I N  S - I V S  
FORWARD ACCESS K I T  REMOVAL. (QUAD 1 1 1 .  
L M  5 2 5  PLATFORM REMOhAL IS COMPLETE. 
C L E A R  TO B E G I N  S - I V t 3  FOKHARO ACCESS K I T  
REMOV AL 
V E R I F Y  CLEAR T O  CLOSE AND LOCK 
EMERGENCY ACCESS GATE ON S / A  7 0  
S / A  7 EMERGENCY EGRESS OOOK IS B E I N G  
LOCKED. 
C L E A R  T O  CLOSE AND COCK EMERGENCY 
ACCESS G A T E  ON S / A  7 0  
S A  NU. 9 WILL BE P H E S S U R I Z E O  I N  13  
MINUTES. L O C A L  C L E A R I N G  k I LL  BE 
CONTROLLED BY SA PERSONNEL. 
SA NO. 9 d I L L  P R E S S U R I Z E O  I N  1 5  
MINUTES. L O C A L  C L E A R I N G  H I L L  6E 
C U N T R d L L E O  BY S A  PERSONNEL. 
REMARKS 
I 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRtlR TURNAROUND 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS O A T '  MARCH 15,  






T+ 37 :W 
+ 1 C A '  
1 3  t-PI 
S '  0' 
r + 3 7 : i [  
6 1 C A  
1 3  HR 
10 '  U' 
'+ 3 7  :5 
1 LA 
1 3  HR 











C V T S  
C V T S  
G M I  L 






K S T C  
C L T C  
SHO 
C V T S  
SRrJ 
GMIL B R I N G I N G  UP SPACE V E H I C L E  S-BAND 
AND VHF C A R R I E R S  FOR O N - S T A T I O N  
C A L  I BRAT I O N  FOLLOWED 0 Y  MCC COMMANO 
V A L I O A T I O N  ANU A I W G R O U N O  VAL I D A 1  ION 
T E S T I N G .  V E R I F Y  COMMAND DECODERS ARE 
OFF. 
V E R I F Y  R A D I A T I O N  CLEARANCE FOR G M I C  ON- 
Sl AT I ON CAC I BRAT ION. ( 2 1 O l o  8 ,  2 106.4, 
2272.5,  2282.5,  2287.5 ,  2 4 5 . 3 ,  2 5 0 . 5 ,  
259 .7 .  Ah.0 29608 M H Z )  
V E R I F Y  R A O I A T  ION CLEARANCE FOR ON- 
C A L I  B R A T I  ON. S T A T 1  ON 
STANDBY 
PREPS P 
ON CHe 1 3 7  TO SUPPURT LV D R S C S  
R V-38000. 
NOTE ---- 
L V  O R S C S  P R E P S  ARE FOR 
DRSCS T E S T  AT T - 4  HOUkS, 
40' 3". 
REMARKS 
MARCH 15 ,  O A T €  
R F  VISION 003 
TIME 
T+  3 8  :!IC 
+ 1 L A \  
14 HAS 
C '  C" 
94 PAGE TEST NO ?PACE VEHICLE SCRUR TURNAROttND 




















t L  TC 
CLTC 
CTSC 
C V T S  
!€SPONSE 
C 1 A  DESCRIPTION 
Z V T S  READY FOR MSS/WH DOOR LOCK I N S T A L L A T I O N  
AluD S A 9  HANGER REMOVAL ( W I T H  THF S H E A R  
DOOR OR T O H S i l J N A L  AND SHEAR FRAME I N  
I N  T H E  APOLLO ACCESS ARM ENVIRONMENTAL 
PLACE. THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE L O A D I N G  
CONTROL CHAMBER IS 1 2 5 0  L B S e  OR F I V E  
( 5  1 MENO OF T H I S  1250 L B S o  9 600 LBSe 
MAXIMUM ARE ALLOWED ON T H E  
E N V I R O N M E N T A L  CONTROL CHAMBER E X T E N S I O N  
PLATFOHM. J 
: V I S  V E R I F Y  READY FOR W H I T E  KOOH MSS OOOH 
LOCK I N S T A L L A T I O N  AND S A 9  HANGER 
REMOVAL. ( S A M E  L I M I T A T I O N S  AS SHOW& 
A b O V E o  1 
C V T S  HEUUEST RANG€ SUPPORT O f  DdSCS PREPS ON 
C H o  137 PER V-38000 .  
C V T S  A L E R T  A L L  SCO AND CVO OBSERVERS TO BE 
ON S T A T I O N  I N  60 M I N U T E S  FOR COHM 
CHECKS I N  SUPPORT OF M S S  MOVE. 
MSTC 
K S T C  
C L T C  MSS PLATFORM OSSERVERS ARE T O  REPORT TO 
P V T S  A T  THE BASE OF T H E  MSS LOW R I S E  
ELEVATOR FOR ClBSERVER B R I E F I N G  IN 45 
M I  N U l E S o  
NOT E ---- 
MSS U6SERVEKS WILL REPORT 
PER APOLCO/S i rURN V L C - 3 9  
L A U N C H  O P E R A 1  I O N S  
ON STATION T O  a€ BRIEFED 
I N S T R U C T I O N S I  600-26-OOOlo 
R E M A R K S  
. r ACE VEHICLE SCRUR TURNAROUXD 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS MARCH 15,  1932 
003 REL ISION 
9 5  PACE 
TEST NO sv- 40 300 
VF;-IiCLE APOLLO 16 
SPA??? VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND I 
AARCH l S ,  ?972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
0 0 3  REVISION 
TIME 
t39 :45 
1 D A I  
1 4  t -RS  
65' o a  
+39:0c 
1 CAT 
1 5  HR5 
0' 0'' 
C O h l I  UED 1 





sv- 01) 300 




CT A DESCRIPTION 
S V T S  M S b  TRANSFER TO ONBOARD POWER WILL 
OCCUR I N  1 5  M I N U T E S .  
NOTE ---- 
f l S S  H I - R I S E  ELEVATORSt 
H V A C  AND FACIL ITY A I R  
COHPRESSORS k I L C  8 E  
POWERED DOWN FOR MSS 
POWER TRANSFER AND 
POMEAED UP A F T E R  HSS 
POWER TRANSFER. 
A B U I L T - I N  HOLD T O  
SYNCHHONI ZE CflUNTDCIWN 
P I C K U P  T I M E  M I T H  OQEIUING 
OF THE LAUNCH UlNOOW WILL 
OCCUR AT T+1  DAY, 17 HOUASv 
0' 0". 
R E M A R K 5  
'?PACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
O A T €  MARCH 15, 1972 
003 REVISION 
i+ 3 Y  :C( 
1 1 C A l  
1 5  PR. 
C '  C' 
COMM 
CH 













C V T S  
CTSC 
C V T S  
C V T  5 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
9 7  
SV-40300 












C T S C  
C V T S  
CLTC 
MSTC 
A HOLD O F  HOUR ( S  ) M I N U T E (  5) --- 
WILL START AT T + 1  D A Y ,  1 7  HOURS, 0' 0" 
1-9 HOURS, 0' 0". 
d1TH THE CLOCK RESET AND H W O I N G  A T  
NOTE ---- 
HFLT HAY NUT BE ON T H E  
0 1 s  NET A 1  THIS TIHE. 
I f  NO KESPONSEr U S E  
63 36. 
BLACK PHONE: 713-HU3- 
NOTE ---- 
C V T S  W I L L  N O T I F Y  T E S T  
CONDUCTORS OF CHANGES 
I N  HOLO T I M E  IN  EXCESS 
OF 1 5  M I N U T E S  D U R A l I O N .  
MSS PLATFORMS NO. 3 AND NO. 4 ARE 
O P E N  AND SECURE, 
V E R I F Y  READY FOR MSS POHEK TRANSFER 
FROM PA[) TO C T o  
M S S  POWER TKANSFER IS TO OCCUR AT 
T H I S  TIME. 
R E M A R K S  
qPACE WHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
MARCH 15, 1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS DATE 
REVISION 00 3 
COMM. =F 
+ 3 9 : 0  C O N T I  


















C V T S  
CTSC 
G M I L  
C V T S  
H F L T  
C V T S  
C V T S  







C V T S  
C V T S  
SRO 
C V T S  
GMI L 
HFLT 
READY TU T R A N S F E R  MSS POWER TU Oh(- 
BOARD. 
MSS TRANSFER TO O N B U A R D  PUWEH 
COMPLE TE. 
O N - S T A T I O N  C A L I B R A T I O N  I S COMPLt TE. 
G M I L  R F  IS O f F o  
READY FOR HCC COMMAND V A L I D A T I O N  
TEST ANC MCC A I R / G R O U N D  V A L I D A T I O N  
TEST. 
G H I L  O N - S T A T I O N  C A L I B R A T I O N  15 COMPLET€t 
V E R I F Y  H A D I A T  I O N  C L E A R A N C E  f OR MCC 
COMMAND V A L I D A T I O N  TEST. (210604  AND 
2101.8 MHZ UP L I N K  F R E Q U E N C I E S ) .  V E R I F  
R A D I A T I O N  C L f i A R A N C E  FOR MCC AIR/GROUND 
V A L I D A T I O N  TEST. (296 .8 ,  259.7 AND 
2106.4 MHL) 
V E R I F Y  A L L  SV CUMHAND DECODERS A R E  OFF. 
8 R I N G  UP G H I L  CSM, LM AND CCS S - B A N 0  
C A R f i I E H S  FOK THE HCC COMMAND V A L I D A T I O N  
TEST. B R I N G  UP GMIL CSM-VHF AND S-BAND 
FOR MCC A I  R/GROUND V A L I O A T I O N  TEST. 
B K I N G  UP G H I L  CSM, LM AN0 CCS S-BAND 
C A R R I E R S  AND V E R I F Y ,  BRING UP C S H  VHF 
AND S-BAN0 FOR MCC A I R / G R O U N D  
V A C I i l A T I C N  TEST, 
GHIL CSM AND CCS S-BAND C A R R I E R S  A R E  UN 
FOR T H E  MCC COMMAND V A L I D A T I O I Y  TEST. 
G M I L  S T A N D I N G  BY U I T H  CSM-VHF FOR MCC 
R I R / G R O U N D  V A L  I O A T  ION TEST. 
REMARW 
H 
D A T E  MARCH 15, 1972 
003 REVIS ION 
+ 3 9 : 1 5  
s 1 C A Y  
1 5  ERS 
1 3 9  c m  
'+ 3 9  :2 c 
. 1 S A 1  
' SPAC'k VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROtfND 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
111 
Z C '  0" 
* 3 9  :30 
1 C A Y  























C V T S  
C V T S  
C L T C  
C V T S  
C L T C  
C V T S  
C V T S  
C V T S  
c TSC 
9 9  






C T S C  REPORT P R E V A I L I N G  WINO DATA. 
( R E F  tRENCk L M R  I T  EM 1-40 1) 
H S T C  V E R I F Y  R € A O Y  F U R  A U X I L I A R Y  OAKPER 
01 SCONNEC 1. 
C V T S  V k K I F Y  P R E V A I L I N G  WINOS DO NOT EXCEED 
R E D L I N E  V 4 L U E S  FOR F R E E  S T A N D I N G  S V  
( R E F E R E N C E  L M R  1. 
C L T C  C L E A R  TO D I S C O N N E C T  A U X I L I A R Y  DAMPER. 
C V T S  CV-QAL I N S P E C T I O N  Of MSS P L A T F O R M S  
NO, 1 AND NO. 2 PER L V  QAL QCP-11 IS 
COHPLE TEe 
A U X I L I A R Y  CAMPER D I S C C N N E C T E D  AND L V  
READY FOR MSS J A C K I N G ,  B U T  NOT F O R  
MOVE, 
CTSC A U X i  L I  AKY OAHPEH IS OISCONNECTEOo 
KSTC V E R I F Y  A L L  MSS P R E P A R A T I O N S  FOR MOVE 
AWE COMPLETE AND OBSERVEKS A R E  UN 
S T A T  ION. 
MSTC V E R I F Y  A L L  MSS P R E P A R A T I O N S  FOR MOVE 
ARE C O H P L E T E e  
C V T S  REQUEST CLEAHANCE TO JACK MSS T O  
C L k A R A N C E  HEIGHT, 
R E M A R K S  
cPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS MARCH 15, 1972 D A T E  
REVISION 0 0 3  
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CPSS VERIFY C L E A R  FOR MSS JACKING 
OP ER AT I O N S  
CTSC JACK M S S  TO CLEARANCE HEIGHT. 
C V T S  HCC COHHAND V A L I D A T I O N  T E S T  I S  
CUMPLE TE. MCC A I  R/CROUND V A L  I O A T  ION 
T E S T  I S  COMPLETE. B R I W  DOWN C S M p  LH 
AND CCS S-BAND C A R K I E R S .  G M I L  CSM-VHF 
NO LONGER REQUIRED. 
G H I L  B R I N G  DOdJN G M I L  CSH, L M  AND CCS S-BAND 
C A R R I E R S  AND V E R I F Y .  C S M  VHF NO LONGER 
R E Q U I R E D .  
SRO MCC COCMAhD V A L I O A T I O N  AN0 MCC 
A I R I G R O U N D  VAL I O A T I U N  T E S T I N G  is  
COHPLETE.  H f  CLEARANCE NO LUNGER 
R E Q U I R E D .  
MSTC 
KST C 
C L T C  G M I L  O N - S T A T I O N p  MCC COHHAND VAL I D A T  IUN 
AND AIR/GAOUNO 1E S T I N G  I S C O H P i E T E o  
GMIL S-BANC AND VHF C A R K I E R S  ARE OFF. 
MSTC V E R I F Y  CiEADY FCR P R I M A R Y  DAMPER 
CUNNECTION I N  15  MINUTES.  
C V T S  MSS IS J A C K E O  TO CLEARANCE HEIGHT. 
R E Q U E S l  CLEARANCE TO PROPEL MSS T O  
P A R K S I T E .  
R E M A R K S  
H 
, 
SPACE tlEHfCLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
MARCH 15, 1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS O A I E  
R1 'ISION 003 
+ G U : O (  
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16 HR! 
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TEST NO 101 
SV- 40300 
APOLLO 16 
R ESPON SE 
t l A  DESCRIPTION 
CLTC M S S  
C V T S  c v  
C P S S  
C T S C  
C V T S  
M S T C  
C L T  C 
JACKING r s  COHPLE T Eo 
S CLEAR FO.. MSS MOVE. 
V E R I F Y  CLEARANCE TO PROPEL HSS T O  
PARKSITE. 
PROPEL HSS C L t A R  OF SUPPORT COLUMNS AND 
PROCEED W I T H  TRANSFER OPERAT I O N S 0  
REPORT PROGRESS ENROUTE. 
MSS IS r N  HOTION.  
MSS I S  I N  MUTION. 
C V T S  M S S  I S  A T  35 FT. POSITION. 
C L T C  READY FOR PRIMAKY DAMPER CONNECTION. 
MSTC P R I M A R Y  DAMPER B E I N G  CONNYECTEO. 
C V T S  P R i M A R Y  CAHPEK ARM CONNECT ION 
C O H P L E  TE. 
REMARKS 
H 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
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.I---. 
R F l . * i R l ;  . 
1 
I 
;LTC H A V E  S A  NO0 9 PERSONNEL REPORT T O  SA 
NO. 9 IN 15 MINUTES FOR G O 2  S Y S T E M  
V € R I F I C A T I O N o  
:TSC PERS0N;aEC WILL BE HEQUlRED ON SA NO. 9 
I N  15 M I N U T E S  TU SUPPORT C02 S Y S T E M  
VER 1F I C A T  ION. 
iHO V f R I F Y  CLEAe.kNCE FOR CSH S-BAND AND 
VHF-AMo 
:VTS V E R I F Y  CLEARANCE FOR C S M  KF: 
S-BAND 
VHF-AM 
C S M  COMMAND DECODER IS OFF. 
H A V E  G M I L  AND H F L l  P R O V I D k  SUPPORT ON 
CH. 212. 
CSM V E R I F I E S  C C S  NUT ENABLED ( B L O C K E D ) .  
HFLT CSM S-BAND C A R R I E R  I S  C O M I N G  ON. 
CSM CUMMANO DECODER IS OFF. 
STANDBY ON CH. 212  TO SUPPORT CSM R f  
V O I C E  CHECKS. 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB 
MARCH 15,  1972 
00 3 REVISION -
TIME 
' t 4 3  : 3 (  
. 1 CAY 
1 6  HR: 
3 C '  C' 
'+41 :O( 
* 1 OA' 























c V T S  
C V T S  
MSTC 
C V T  S 
C L T C  




TEST N O  
APOLLO 1f 
RESPONSE 
C T A  
~~~ 
DESCRIPTION 
G M I L  STANDBY ON CH. 2 1 2  T O  SUPPOHT R F  V O I C E  
CHECKS. 
C L E A R  TU B R I N G  UP CSM S-BAND C A R R I E H .  
K E E P  C V T S  A D V I S E D  OF C A R R I E R  STATUS. 
C C T C  C S M  C C S  S W I T C H  I N  BLOCK P O S I T I O N  ( C S M  
C C S  NOT E N A B L E D )  FOR F T - 4 7  AT 1-7 HOUKS 
13'  0". (COUNTDUWN T I M k )  
C V T S  2 8 0  FT. ACE ROOM READY FOR SECURING. 
C T S C  2 8 0  F T o  ACE ROOM READY FOR SECURING.  
C V T S  LV H A S  C C M P L E T E G  TURNAROUND OPkRAT I O N S .  
H E S t T  COUNTCLOCK TO 1-9 HOURS,  0 '  0" 
COUNTCLOCK WITH L A U N C H  WINOW. 
AND HOLD AS R f Q l l I R E O  TO S Y N C H R O N I Z E  
C V T S  S A  NO0 9 COZ S Y S T E M  V E R I F I C A T I O N  IS 
CUMPLE TE. 
R E M A R K S  
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
APOLLO/SATURN LAUNCH OPERATIONS 1972 
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THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCES ARE 
SCHEDULED TO OCCUR DURING 
THE BUILT-IN ROLD AT T-9 
HOURS, 0 '  0 " .  IF  NO HOLD, 
SEQUENCES WILL OCCUR AT THE 
T C P  TIMES INDICATED I N  THE 
REMARKS COLUMN. PERSONNEL 
WILL POSSES T-9 IIOURS 
HAZARDOUS BADGES I N  THE 
EVENT THAT THE OPERATIONS 
OCCUR AFTER BLAST DANGER 
AREA CLEARING FOR LV 
PROPELLANT LOADING. 
- 0 2  HOURS, 4 5 '  0" AFTER START OF HOLD-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
W"S MSS I N  MATE POSITION.  MEASUREMENTS 
COMPLETE. REQUEST CLEARANCE To JACK 
Dom. 
3PSS VERIFY CLEARANCE TO LOWER MSS ON 
SUPPORT COLUMNS 
3TSC LOWER MSS ON SUPPORT COLUMNS. 
0-3 HOURS, 1 5 '  0"  AFTER START OF HOLD-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
:VTs MSS/PARKSITE GHE P N D  GN2 L I N E S  ARE 
BEING CONNECTED AND WILL RE 
PRESSURIZED I N  APPROXIMATELY 1 HOUR. 
t 
-I 
=6 H R s  ' 
I S '  0 "  
I1 
-6  HRS 
15' 0 "  
1 
. 
SPACE VEHIC S1w? TURNAROUND 
D A T E  MARCH F%. LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
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C T  A DESCRIPTION 
S V T S  M S S / P A H K S I T E  GHE AND G N 2  S Y S T E M S  
PRESSUR1 ZED. 
YSTC M S S / P A R K S l T E  GHE AND GN2 S Y S T E M S  
P R E S S U R I Z E D .  
0-2 HOURS, 40' 3" P R I O R  T O  R E S U M I N G  COUNT-- ** * *** **** ****** *** *** *** $$ * ****** **4*+ 
C V T S  ML N O N - C R I T I C A L  POWER WILL 8E SECUHED 
I N  10 MINUTES. 
: V T S  ML E L E V A T O R S  ARE B E I N G  C O N F I G U R E D  FOR 
LAUNCH. 
R E M A R K S  
-5 H R S  
.5' 0" 
t l  D A Y  
.4 i R S  
10' 0" 




SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB 
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1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  





















DESCRIPTION ' REMARKS ?ESPONSE STA. 









. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
T A I L  SERVICE MAST SAFETY CARLES WILL 
BE REMOVED AT T H I S  TIME. PERSONNEL USE 
EXTREME CAUTION I N  AREA OF HOLDDOWN 
ARMS AND T A I L  SERVICE MASTS. 
STARTING ML PRESSURIZATION TASK. 
PRESSURIZATION WILL OCCUR IF' 
APPROXIMATELY 1 FIOUR. 
STARTING ML PRESSURIZATION TASK. 
APPROXIMATELY 1 HOUR. 
PRESSURIZATION WILL OCCUR I N  
NOTE ---- 
LOCAL PAGES WILL RE 
MADE 15, 10, AND 5 
MINUTES PRIOR To 
PRESSURIZING THE ML. 
F I R E  PROTECTION PERSONNEL ARE REQUIRED 
ON STATION I N  60 MINUTES IN SUPPORT OF 
LV FROPELLANT LOADING . 
STANDBY FOR R F  COMM CHECKS W I T H  SPAD 
USING EEAP, 
UNSECURED FIRE EXTINGUISHERS w m J  RE 
REMOVED FROM "HE ML AT T H I S  TIME. 
-045'  0 "  PRIOR TO RESUMING COIW.l".l'- ****+*******+***************** 
CVTS ALL LV COMPARTMENTS CLOSED OUT AND 
READY To SWITCH ECS FROM A I R  TO GN2, 
C P S S  ALJ, LV COMPARTMENTS ARE CLOSED OUT. 
16 HRS 
0' 0" 




SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
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C V T S  
C V T S  
CLTC 
C V T S  
0-30' { a b '  f't JCH T C  RESUMING COUNT-- ** **%* * f S 4 * * * * * *  ****** ****** ** 
C V T S  Q t R F O R M l N C  E L E V A T O R  FiJNCTIONAL T E S 7  
I N  E G R E S S  MODE or4 ML E L E V A T O R S  AND 
CUNF I G U H I  lyG E L E V A T O R S  FJJR LAUNCH. 
M S T C  
CLTC 
C T S C  kEC? IFY F I N A L  PURGE 8 0 X  V A L l U 4 T i Q N m  
C3SS V E R I F Y  R E 4 D Y  CO S W I T C H  ECS T O  G N 2 .  
C V ' i J  hEQUEST CPSS V E f i I F V  CLEARANCE TO 
SWITCH E C S  TO G W .  
NOT E --_- 
S i d I T C H I N G  OF tCS TO GN2 IS 
S C H E D U L E D  ; 3  OCCbP, i3 
MlNUTES A F f E K  CLEAR AM,^ ! S  
G R A N T E S .  
C T S C  CONFIGURE S A F E T Y  S IGNAL L I G H T S  
TO S T E A U Y  RED. 
C L O S E  AND DOG THE P A D  SlJKFAGE C T C R  
B L A S T  D(vOHS. 




t l  D A Y  
1t i R S  
3 i) ' 0" 
H 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TI1R?UA?G.:!UD 
O A T '  MARCH 15, 1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
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- - 1 S '  0" P K I U R  T O  RESUME COUNT-- 
** ** r++ *+- ****** * t * S * * W * S * + *  
C V T S  CHANGL SHDPS FHUM 2-SwITCHv 1 -VALVE 
H O O t  T O  1-S'JJITCH MODE AND V E R I F Y .  
C V T S  
CLTC 
C'! T S 
2 - S M l T h v  1-VALVE HDOE TO 1 -SUITCHr  
M O O t  
C L T C  CHANGE SHOPS FRUW 2 - S W I T C H p  1-VALVE 
MODE T O  1-SWITCH MODE. REPORT &HEN 
c OHPCE TE. 
C V l S  SHDPS I S  IN A l -SUITCH MODE. 
M S T C  SHDPS IS  IN a i - s N n c H  MODE. 
FAOY THI S C'OIFYTT THE COUNT- 
00;iN WiLL HE KtSUNEU USING 
APPLICABLE Z OUNTOOWN - " 5 1  
FOR SPACE VEHICLE OPEk4  F I U N S  
REFtRENCE TCP V - 4 0 3 C 0 ~  VOL I 
AND PRUCLED WITH CALLS A T  7 - 9  
HOURS, 0' ow. 
END O F  48 tWdR SCRUb TURNARWNO 
OPERATING STEPS. 
I 
P A G E  
TEST NO. 
V E H I C L E  
109 
S V - 4 0 3 0 0  
APOLLO 16 
SCRUB/TURNAROUND O P E R A T I O M S  TO A NEXT D A Y  LAl lVCH 
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k4 tiics 
t 5 '  C" 
~5 H H S  
0'  C" 
188 





















C V T S  




' . V T S  
C V T S  
CLT C 
C T S C  
CVTS 




C V T S  THE CONTRGL A R E A  IS NOW OPEN FOR NOkHAL 
WORK. R A D I A T I O N  AREA CONTHLlL R E M A I N S  
IN EFFECT. 
M S T C  THE CONTROL ANEA IS OPEN FOR NORMAL 
dLJRKo 
C V T S  CHANGE SHOPS FROM 1 - S W I T C H  MODE T O  
2-SW I T C H I  1-VALVE MODE AND VERIFY.  
C L T C  CHANGE SMDPS FHUM 1 - S M I T C H  HOOE T O  
2-SH ITCH,  1 - V A L V E  MODE. REPORT 
WHEN COMPLETE. 
CPSS SMOPS I S  G O I N G  FAOM 1 - S W I T C H  MODE TO 
2-SWITCHv 1 - V A L V E  MODE. 
M S T C  SHOPS I S  I N  2-SWlTCHp 1 - J A L V E  MODE. 
NOTE ---- 
ESP MOVE IS SCHEDULED FROM 
T + b  HOURS, 45@ 0'' TU T + 5  
HOURS,  1 5 @  G". 
C T S C  REPORT P R E V A I L I N G  WIND DATA. 
(REFERENCE LNH I r E M  1-601 10  
C V T S  V E R I F Y  P R E V A I L I N G  W I N O S  DO NOT EXCEED 
R E O L I N E  VALUES FOR FREE STANDING SV 
(REFERENCE LMR). 
C V T S  MSS I S  A P P R O X I H A T E L Y  15 MINUTES FROM 
THE 3 5  F T  MARK. 
CLTC C L E A K  T U  D ISCONNECT AND RETRACT 
P R I M A R Y  9AMPER. 
MSTC P R I M A R Y  DAMPER H I L L  B E  DISCONNECTED. 
REMARKS 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TVRNARUJND 
OAT' MARCH 15, 1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
0 0 3  WEVIS'ON 
!E SPON SE DESCRIPTION STA. TIME 
.5 H R S  
5 '  !P 



























2 L T C  






VEHICLE APOLLO 16 
PAGE 
TEST NO 
G V T S  ML E G R E S S / L E S  SPRAY SYSTEM CONFIGURED 
FROM F I E L O  A C T I V E  MODE TO REMOTE 
CONTROL. ML E G H t S S  C H U T E  SPRAY 
S Y S T E M  D E A C T I V A T E D .  
C V T S  ALL M S S  PLATFORMS ARE OPEN. 
C V i ' S  HSS IS A T  3 5  FT. AN0 READY T O  PkOPEL 
TO YATE.  
: V T S  P R I M A R Y  OAMPEH IS D I S C O N N E C T E D  ANil 
TSM TOWER IS ~~EETRACTEOI  C V  READY 
FOH MSS MATE. 
L T S C  P R I M A R Y  DAMPER I S  D I S C O N N E C T E D  AND T S H  
IS RETRACTED. CLEAR 10 PROCEED U I T : i  
N S S  TO HATE POSITION. REPORT WHEN MSS 
I S  OVER MOUNTS. 
CVTS REQUEST PEHE PfRFORH SNIFFER CHECKS I N  
S - 1 1  AFT AND S-IC FUO AREAS WHEN 
ACCESS DOORS A R E  OPEN. 
CPSS V E R I F Y  R E A D Y  TO SUPPORT LV ACCESS DOORS 
S N I F F E R  CHECKS ON CH. 141. 
CTSC PERFORM S N I F F E R  CHECKS I N  S-I1 A F T  AND 
S - I C  FWD AREAS WHEN ACCESS DOORS ARE 
SAFETY NHEN ?EKSON(NEL A R E  C L E A R  TO 
OPEN, AND HAVE P E H E  A D V I S E  SYSTEMS 
ENTER. 
NOT E ---- 
S-IC FWD AREA A C C E S S  IS R E U U I R t O  
AT T+6 HOURS9 G '  0". 
S - 1 1  AFT AREA A C C E S S  IS R E Q ~ J I R E O  
A T  T + 6  HOURS, 1C.' 0". 
. 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
MARCH 15, 1972 D A T E  
R E V  lS{ON 003 
APOLLO/SATURN LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
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55' 0 "  
C6 fIRS 
0 '  0" 
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
i 
1 1 1  1 
1 1 1  ~ 
1 1 1  
1 1 1  ~ 
I 
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  













































MSS IS I N  MATE POSITION.  F'EASUREMENTS 
ARE COMPJETE. READY To JACK DOWN. 
MSS IS @ W R  MOUNTS, REPORT WHEN TSM 
3 - 4 T@WER IS ERECTED AND MSS CAN DE 
LOWERED. 
TSM 3 - 4 TOWER ERECTED AND CLEAR FOR 
LOWERING YSS ON MOUNTS. 
NOTIFY CLTC I F  MSS MUST REPOSITIONED 
PRIOR TO I,OWERINC, 
VERIFY CLEARANCE TO LOWER MSS ON MOUNTS 
TSM 3 - 4 TOWER ERECTED, CLFSIR To 
LOWER MSS ON MOUNTS, REPORT IF 
=POSITIONING IS NECESSARY. 
RANGE CLEARANCE FOR S-I1 TM IS NO 
LONGER REQUIRED, 
LV S-I1 TM LINKS BF-1 AND BF-2 ARE OFF, 
VERIFY READY TO SUPPORT CSM WITH GEN 
UPLINK ENARLE, 
VERIFY CMIT, SUPPORT FOR G&N UPLINK 
ENABLE 0 
MSS IS ON MOUNTS. 
MSS IS ON MOUNTS. READY FOR AUXILIARY 
DAMPER CONNECTION. 
AUXILIARY DAMPER WILL DE CONNECTED. 
REQUEST MSS PLATFORM NO. 1 RE 




VARCH 1 5 ,  1 9 7 2  APOLLO/SATURN LAUNCH OP €RATIONS SV-40300 $A 
R E V I S I O N  0 0 3  APOLLO 16 
PACE 
SQCE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND TEST NO 
DESCRIPTION I R E M A R K S  ?ESPONSE S T A  TIME COMM. CH. COMMAND iEOUENCE JTA. 
-6  TIRS 
rJ' 0" 
CONTI 
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
IUED 
?TSC CLUS 6 S S  PLATFORM NO, 1 AT LV STATION 




















CVTS SNIFFER CHECK I N  S - I C  FWD AREA IS  
COMPLETE . PERSONNEL YAY ACCESS 
THROUGH SA NO. 2 .  
2LTC CPSS HAS APPROVED LV ACCESS THROTJGH 
S - I C  FWD DOOR (SA KO. 2 )  , 
ZVTS CONNECTING AND P R E S S U R I Z  INC MSS/PAD 
3000 PSI CN2 HAZARD PURGE SUPPLY LINE. 
t6 ERS I 
10' 0" ' 
' 1 1 1  CVTS S N I F F E R  CHECK IN S - I 1  AFT AREA IS 
COMPLETE, PERSONNEL MAY ACCESS 
THROUGH SA NO. 3 DOOR. 
I 
I 1 1 1  
, 
I 
CLTC CPSS HAS APPROVED LV PCCESS THROIJGH 
S-I1 AFT DOOR (SA NO. 3 ) .  















1 1 1  
1 1 1  
CVTS CSM RF IS OFF, 
CSY COMMAND DECODER IS O F F .  
GMIL SUPPORT NO LONGER REQUIRED. 
GMIL BRING DOWN CSM S-RAND CARRIER AND 
VERIFY.  
CSM COMMAND DECODER TS OFF. 






1 1 1 1 1  i 






SRO CSM S-BAND AND VHF ARE OFF. 
HFLT CSM S-BAND CARRIER IS OFF. CSM 
COMMND DECODER IS OFF. 
I I 
I 
SPACE W H I C L E  SCRUB TURNAROUND 
D A T t  MARCH 1 5 ,  1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
00 3 R t V l S l O N  
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C V ? S  
CTSC 






Z V T S  A U X I L I A R Y  DAMPER IS CONNECTED. 
C T S C  A U X I L I A R Y  CAMPEA I S  CLlNNECT EO. 
L V T S  C O N N E C T I N G  M h S l P A D  COMM AND 
I N S T R U M E N T A T  ION C A B L E S  AND C O N F I G U R I N G  
O i S  TO H A R O L I N E  PRIOR T O  MSS T R A N S F E R  
TO P A D  POcJER. 
MSTC 
C S T C  
CLTC S T A N D B Y  FOR 0 1 s  T R A N S F E R  FROM C T  TO 
PAD. 
CVTS M S S  PLATFORM NO. 1 I S  A V A I L A B L E  FOR 
J O I N T  ACCESS. 
C L T C  M S S  P L A T F O R M  NO. 1 IS A V A I L A B L E  FOR 
J O I N T  ACCESS. 
J O I N T  PLATFORM USAGE IS 
K E Q U I R E D  UNTIL 
I N S T A L L A T I O N  UF ANNULUS 
RINGS ARE COHPCETE AT 
T + 8  HOURS, 1 5 '  0". 
NOTE ---- 
S - I 1  I N S U L A T I O N  INSPECTION 
IS SCHEDULCD TU B € G I N  AT 
T H I S  T I M E .  
R E M A R K S  
BPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
WRCH 15,  1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
00 3 HF V ISION 
1 ? 8  





' SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS MARCH 15,  D A T E  
HEVISION 00 3 
1972 





- 7  HRS 
0 '  C" 
k f l  HRS 
15 ' C" 
~3 H G S  
0' C" 
+ q  t i R S  
* 5 '  C "  
COMM 
CH. 













C V T S  
C V T S  
GMIL 
C T S C  
NtiT E ---- 
LH2 STUHAtiE TANK 
G A L L O N S  I S  SCHEDULED 
R E P L E N I S H M E N T  TO 65Q,003 
FHOM T + 7  HOURS, 2 '  C" TO 
T + 1 1  HOURS,  0' 0". 
M S T  C 
K S T C  
CLTC G M I L  BHINGING U P  S P A C E  V E H I C L E  S-BAND 
AND V H f  C A H R I E R S  FOK U N - S T A I I O N  
C A L I  B R A T  I ON FOLLOWEO BY MCC COMMAhiD 
V A L I U A T I O N  AND AIH/GKOUND V A L I D A T I G N  
T E S T I N G .  VER IFY COMMAND DECODERS A R E  
OFF. 
S K U  V E R I F Y  K A D I A T I O ! l  CLEARANCE FOR G H I L  
O N - S T A T I U N  C A L I B R A T I O N  (2101.8, 210606, 
2272 .5 ,  221320 5, 2287 .5 ,  2 4 5 . 3 9  2 5 8 0  5, 
259.7 ,  ANU 296.0 M H L l o  
C V T S  V k R I F Y  R A D I A T I U N  CLEARANCE FOK 
O N - S T A T I O N  C A L I B R A T  ION,  
C V T S  A L E R T  ALL SCO AND L V O  O B S E R V E R S  T O  
t3E ON S T A T I O N  IN 60 MINUTES FUR CUMY 
CHECK I N  SUPPURT OF M S S  MOVE. 
R E M A R K S  
TIME 
4 t4kS 
L 5 '  0' 
10 I -R! 
1 5 '  0' 
COMM 
CH 
C O N T I  
11 1 













c v i  s 
C L T C  
c V T S  
C T S C  
C V T S  
LAUNCH ViiRATIONS 
M S T  C 
K S T C  
C L T C  MS5 PLATFUKM c j8SE:RVEHS AS€ T O  REPORT 
T O  P J T S  A T  BASE: 3 F  T H E  MSS '.tJbd R I S E  
E L E V A T G h  FOH UBSERVFH I j H I E F I N G  Ih 
45 MIN!!TESo 
N U T E  ---- 
M S S  O B S E R V E R S  W I L L  HEPOKT 
3 N  S T A T I O N  TO t3f B R I E F E D  
P L ~  APOLLO!SATdW V 
LC-39 LAUhZH OPERATlUhJS 
I N S T R U C T  I O N S  9 c J d -  26-0001. 
C V T S  M S S  PLATFORM I I S  L V $ . I L A B L €  FQL 
0 P EN I N G. 
C T S C  OPEN A h C  SECURE MSS PLATFOdM NO. 1. 
NGT E ---- 
P L A T  F O K Y  P R E P A R A T  I3N WORK 
IS TO BE ACCOMPLISHFO ON 
A NiJN- INTERFERENCE B A S I S  
W I T H  fh-li MSS PL4TFOKM CZEWm 
C V T S  DISCONNECTING T ~ E  P I \ f w M s s  CUMM a w  
I N S T R U M E N T A T I U N  CABLES. CUNF IGURIkG 
M S S  O I S - K F  TO UHF, 
M S T C  
K S T C  
C L T C  S T A R T I N G  M S S  ClIS T H A N S F t K - P A D  H A K O L I N E  
T O  C T  UHF, C T  O I S  CHANNEL A S S I G N M E h T S  





'$PACE' VEHICLE SCRUB "t1RNARUJND 
MARCH 15,  1972 
003 R t  V I 5 I O N  
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
lE MARCH 15, 1972 
STA. 
VISlON 003 
D€ SCRIPTION STA. 




C O M M  

















C V T S  
NUT€ ---- 
H F L T  MAY FtOT SE ON THE 
0 1 s  NET AT T H I S  TIME. 
I F  NO RESPONSEI USE 
6334.  
BLACK PHONE: 713-HU3- 
NOTE ---- 
C V T S  WILL N O T I F Y  TEST 
CONDUCTORS UF CHANGES I N  
HOLU T I M E  I N  EXCESS OF 
15  M I N U T E S  UURATION. 
r S T C  
CLTC 
CTSC REQUEST PURGE BOX VAL IOAT I O N  STATUS. 
NOT E ---- 
PURGE t l o X  FINAL V A L I O A T I O N S  
A R E  TO OCCUR NO LATER THAN 
30 M I N U T E S  BEFORE P I C K I N G  
UP THE COUNT AT 1-9 HOURSp 
0' 0" OR AT T + l Z  HOURS, 
0' 0" 
C V T S  MSS 01s THANSFEH - PAD TO CT IS 
COMPLETE. M S S  IS A BRANCH OF CT UHF. 
MSTC 
K S T C  
C L T C  MSS 0 1 s  TRANSFEH - P A 0  TU C T  I S  
COMPLETE. 
R E M A R K S  
sPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
D A T E  ?!ARCH 15, 1972 




VEHICLE APOLLO 16 
PAGE i 
TEST NO 
b10 F W  
3C' 0' 

























C L T C  
C V T S  
C L T C  






C 1  A DESCRIPTION 
C V T S  K S C  S Y S T E M S  S A F E T Y  SUPVOKT WILL B E  
R E U U I R E D  1N 30 MINUTES ON ML L E V E L  
240 FOR GH2 S N I F F E R  CHECKS. 
C P S S  SUPPORT FOR LV WILL B E  R E d U l H t D  IN 3 C  
M I N U T E S  ON ML L E V t L  240 foci GH2 
SNIFFER CHECKS GF THE S - I V t l  H E A T  
EXCHAIVG€R UIJIT 4 3 8 A i  
C V T S  K S C  S Y S T E M S  S A F E T Y  SUPPOKT WILL CIE 
R E U U I R E O  I N  30 HINUTES ON ML LEVEL 180 
FOK G H 2  SNIFFER CHECKS OF S7-43 "0" 
UNIT.  
C P S S  SUPPOKT WILL B E  R E O U l R E O  I N  3 0  
M I N U T E S  ON ML L t V E L  180 FOR G H 2  
SNIFFER CHECK':, OF THE 57-41 "0" UNIT. 
C V T S  HSS TRANSFER TO ONBOARO POWER WILL 
OCCUR I N  15 M I N U T E S .  
hiOT E ---- 
MSS H I - R I S  E E L E V A T O H S t  
H V A C  AND f A C I L I T Y  A I R  
CUMPRE5S81..S WILL BE 
PdWERFD ItJWN FOR MSS 
POWER T K A V S F E K  AND 
WILL BE POWERED UP 
AFTER Y S S  POWER TRANSFER. 
C L T C  V E R I F : '  R E A D Y  FUR MSS POWEH TRANSFER 
FROM &'AD T O  C T e  
M S T C  MSS POWER TRANSFER IS T O  OCCUR AT T H I  5 
T I  ME. 
C T S C  R E A D Y  T 3  TRANSFER M S S  POHEK TO 
ON-BOARD. 
R E M A R K S  
H 
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB 
O A r E  MARCH 15, 1972 




- 1 0  bR: 
45' C' 

























C T S C  
G M I L  
c VTS 
H F L T  
C V T S  
C V T S  
C V T S  
124 
SV-40300 




C l A  DESCRIPTION 
; V T S  O N  S T A T I O N  C A L I B R A T I O N  I S  COMPLETE. 
GHiL hF I S  O F F o  
R E A D Y  FOR MCC COMMAND V A L I U A T I O N  TEST 
A N D  MCC E I R / G R O U N O  V A L I D A T I O N  TEST. 
SRO G H I L  O N - S T A T I O N  C A C I B R A T I U N  I S  COMPLETE,  
V E R I F Y  R A O I A T  ION C L E A k A N C E  FOR MCC 
COMMANO V A L I D A T I O N  TEST. (2106.6 AN0 
2101.6 M H Z  U P L I N K  F R E Q U E N C I E S ) .  
V E R I F Y  R A D I A T I O N  C L E A R A N C E  FOR MCC 
A I R / G R O U N D  VALILIATION T t S T e  ( 2 9 6 . 8 ,  
2 5 9 . 7 ,  AN0 Z1C6.4 HHZIo 
C V T S  V E R I F Y  ALL SV COMMAND DECODERS A R E  O F F o  
B R I N G  UP G M I L  CSM, L Y  AND CCS S-BAND 
C A R R I E R S  FOR THt MCC COMMAND V A L I D A T I d N  
TEST. B R I N G  UP G M I L  C S H  VHF AND S-BAND 
FOR MCC A I R / G R O U N D  V A L I D A T I O N  TEST. 
G M I L  8 R I N G  UP G M I L  CSM, LH AND C C S  S-BAN0 
' A R R I E H S  A N 0  VERIFY.  B R I N G  IJP CSM VHF 
AND S-BAND FOR MCC AIR/GRUUh3 
V A L I D A T I O N  TEST. 
HFCT G M I L  C S M ,  LH AND C C S  S-BAND C A R H I E R S  
ARE ON FOR THE MCC C3MHAND V A L I D A T I O N  
TEST. 
G M I L  S T A N D I N G  t3Y WITH CSM-VHF AND 
S-8AND FOH MCC A I  R/GROUNO V A L  I D A T  ION 
TE S T o  
C T S C  KEPOHT P R E V A I L I N G  W I N O  DATA. 
( K E F E H E N C k  LMR I T E M  1-601l. 
[ ) ' I t  MARCH 15, 
0 0 3  HC VIhION 
DESCRIPTION 'ESPONSE S I A  
1972 




W L L O  96 
PAGE 



























S r A  
L V T S  
,L TC 
CV TS 
L T S C  
CVT S 
C L T C  
CVT s 
C V T S  
c TSC 
C V T S  
C V T S  
L V T S  
C L T C  
C V T S  
CTSC 
K S T C  
MST C 
C V T S  
C P S S  
C TSC 
M S S  PLATFORM NO. 1 IS OPEN AND S E C U k € e  
HSS P L A T F O R M  NO0 1 IS OPEN AND SECURE.  
L V - U A L  I N S P E C T I O N  OF HSS PLATFORMS NO. 
1 AND NO. 2 PER L V  QAL U C P - 1 1  ( M S S J  IS 
COMPLE TEo 
A U X I L I A R Y  CAMPER O I S C O N N E C l E D  AND LV 
k E A D Y  FOR HSS J A C K I N G ,  BUT NOT F O R  MOVE( 
A U X I L I A R Y  CAMPEK IS DISCONNECTED. 
V k R I F Y  ALL MSS P R E P A R A T I O N S  FOR MOVE 
A k E  COMPLETE AND OBSERVERS ARE GN 
S T A T  ION. 
R k O U E S T  CLEARANCE TO J A C K  MSS T O  
CL t A R 4 N C E  HEIGHT. 
V E R I F Y  C L E A R  fOH MSS J A C K S N G  
09 € R A T I O N S .  
JACK M S S  TO CI.EARANCE HEIGHT, H 
* 126 3 
P A G E  
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND TEST NO. 
R E V I S I O N  
O A T '  MARCH 15 ,  1972 APOLLOf'SATURN LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV- 40 30 0 
00 3 APOLLO 16 
111 H R ~  

































































MCC CInWAND VALIDATION TEST IS COMPLETE 
MCC A'R'GROIWD VALIDATION TEST IS 
COMPLETF. QRING DOWN CSM, LM, AND CCS 
S-RAND CARRIERS. G M I L  CSM-VHF NO 
LONGER REQUIRED, 
BRING DOWN GMIL CSM, LM, AND CCS S-BAND 
CARRIERS AND W R I F Y .  CSM VHF NO LONGER 
REQUIRED . 
YCC COMMAND VALIDATION AND AIR/GROUND 
VALIDATIOK TESTING IS COPPLETE. RF 
CLEARANCE; NO LONGER REQUIRED 0 
(=MIL ON-STATION, K C  COMMAND VALIDATION 
AND AIR/CROUND TESTING IS COMPLETE. 
CMIL S-BAND AND VHF CARRIERS ARE OFF. 
MSS IS JACKED TO CLEARANCE HEIGHT, 
REQUEST CLEARANCE TO PROPEL m S  To 
PARKSITE. 
MSS JACKING IS COMPLETE. 
LV CLEAR FOR MSS MOVE, 
VERIFY CLEARANCE To PROPEL MSS TO 
PARKS ITE , 
PROPEL MSS CLEAR OF SUPPORT COLUMNS 
AND PROCEED WITH TRANSFER OPERATIONS. 
REPORT PROGRESS ENROUTE. 
MSS F I R S T  MOTION. 
MSS F I R S T  MOTION 
HAVE SA NO. 9 PERSONNEL REPORT To 
SA NO. 9 Ih' 15 MINUTES M ) R  0 2  SYSTEM 
VERIFICATXON. 
REMARKS __I 
I .  
H 
'?PACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
MARC?? 15, 1972 
003 t o  V I 5 I O N  
DESCRIPlION RESPONSE S1A. 
127 
TEST NC) SV-40300 
PAGE I 
v c  HICI t APOTJLO 16 
REMARKS 
' 1 1  HP CONT.  




S 5 '  C' 



















S l A  
C V T S  
C T S C  
C V T S  
C V T S  
CL TC 
C V T S  
M S T C  
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
C T S C  PERSONNEL WILL t3E R E Q U I R E D  UN SA NO. 9 
IN 1 5  M!:JUTES TO SUPPORT C O Z  S Y S T F M  
V E R I  F I C A T  I GN. 
C V T S  M S S  1 5  A T  3 5  F i e  P O S I T I O N ,  
CLTC READY FCR P R I M A R Y  CAMPER CONNECT ION. 
M S T C  P R I M A R Y  DAMPER B E I N G  CONNECTED. 
C V T S  P K I d A R Y  DAMPER ARM C O N N E C T I O N  CUMPLETEo 
SRO VERIFY C L E A R A N C E  FOR CSM S-BAND AN0 
VHF-AM. 
C V T S  V E R I F Y  C L f A H A N C E  FUR CSM RF: 
S-BAND 
VHF-AM 
C S M  COMMANO O t C U O E R  I S  OFF. 
HAVk G M I L  AN0 HFLT P R O V I D E  SUPPORT ON 
CH. 2120 
C S M  V E R I F I E S  CCS NUT €NABC€O ( B L O C K k O I .  
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
O A T E  MARCH 15 ,  1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
00 3 HE 'u' IS ION 
TIME 
1 2  kK! 
C' 0 '  




















c V T S  
C V T S  
C L T C  
CL TC 
128  PAGE 
TEST NO sv- 40300 ' 
~~ ~ 
DE ' a C  R I P l  IO N IESPONSE C T  A 
H F L T  C S M  S-8ANU C A K R I E R  IS COMING ON. 
C S M  CUMMANO 9ECODER IS OFF. 
S T A N D B Y  ON CHm 212 TO SUPPORT C S M  
RF V O I C E  CHECKS. 
GMIL  S T A N O B Y  ON CHo 212 T O  SUPPORT R F  V L I I C E  
CHECKS. 
C L E A R  T O  t)RXNG UP C S M  S-BANO C A R R I E R ,  
K E E P  CVTS ADVISED OF CAHRIER STATUS. 
C L T C  C S M  C C S  S U I T C H  I N  6 L O C K  POSITION FOR 
F T - 4 7  AT T - 7  H O U R S '  13' 0". ( C S M  
C C S  NOT ENABCEOJ (COUNTDOHN T I M E )  
C V T S  L V  HAS COMPLETED TUKNAROUNO G P E R A T I O N 5 v  
R E S E T  COUNTCLOCK T O  1-9 HOURSt C '  0" 
AND H O L D  A S  R t i Q U I H E D  T O  SYNCHRONIZE 
COUNTCLOCK w r m  LAUNCH WINOOU. 
L V T S  SA NO. 9 CO2 S Y S T E M  VEAIFICATION IS 
CO MP L E T E  
REMARKS I 




SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROWD 
MARCH 15,  1972 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
00 3 H k V I 5 I C N  
i O i i )  I N (  
















V T S  
CVTS 
C T S C  
__r- 
RESPONSE 
tl A DESCRIPTION 
NOTE ---- 
THE F O L L O W I N G  SEUUENCES .;RE 
S C H E D U L E 0  TO OCCUH D U R I h  * 
THE t3U" T - I N  HOLO A T  T-9 
HOURS,  U '  0". I F  NO HOLOI 
SEQUENCES H I L L  UCCUK AT T H E  
TCP T I M t S  I N D I C A l E D  I N  THE 
dfCL P U S S f S  1-9 HOURS 
HAZARDOUS BADGES I N  THE 
EVENT THAT THk O P E R A T I O N S  
OCCUR AFTER BLAST DANGER 
AREA C L E A R I N G  FOR LV 
REMARKS COLUMN. PERSONNEL 
PKOP EL L ANT C OAD I N  G o  
C V T S  MSS IN MATE POSITICJlVo MEASUREMENTS 
CUMPLE TEa REQUEST CLEARANCE T O  JACK 
DONN. 
C P S S  V E R I F Y  C L E A H A h C E  T O  LOWER MSS Uh 
S U P P O K T  COLUMNS. 
S T S C  COMER M S S  CN SUPPORT COLUMNS. 
0-3 H(IUKS, 1 5 '  C "  A F T t R  START OF HOLD-- ** t * $* ** ** * t +* * *** * * *r * * S t  * +r* * * * * 
C V T S  M S S / P A R K S I T E  GHE AND G N 2  L I N E S  A K E  
bEING CONNECTED AND WILL t3E 
P K E S S U R I  Z E D  I N  A P P R O X I M A T E L Y  1 HOUR, 
R E M A R K S  
- 6  i R S  
i s '  on 
H 
-6  HHS 
1 5 '  O n  
SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
nATE MARCH 15,  ?972 
00 3 H E V I S I O N  
TIME 
OLD I N (  
9 k.w! 



















G T S C  










C V T S  M S S / P A R K S I ' i E  CHE AND GN2 S Y S T E M S  
PRE S S U R l  ZED, 
M S T C  M S S / P A R K S I T E  GHE AND GN2 S Y S I E M S  
PRESSURIZED.  
- 0 2  HOURS, 4C' 0" P R I O R  TO RESUMING COUNT-- *** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** * ** * * * +* * * **** ** * * * * 
I C V T S  HC NON-CRIT ICAL 20WER WILL BE SECURED t N  10 MINUTES. 
0-1 HOUR, 3 0 '  0" P R I O R  T O  RESUMING COUNT-- t l l  HRS 
0' C U  
I V T S  ML E L E V A T U R S  ARE B E I N G  CONFIGURED FOR 
LAUNCH. 
SPA& VEHIC' F SCRUB TURNAROUND 
D A T E  MARCH 15, 1972 
003  REVISION 





















SV- 40 300 
IESPONSE 
C I A  DESCRIPTION 
T A I L  S E R V I C E  M A S T  S A F E T Y  C A B L E S  WILL 
E X T R E M E  C A U T I O N  I N  AHEA OF HOLOOOrlN 
BE R E M O V E D  A T  T !IS T I M E .  PERSONKEL USE 
ARMS AND T A I L  S E R V I C E  MASTS. 
C V T S  S T A R T I N G  f4L P R E S S U R I Z A T I O N  TASK. 
P K E S S U R I Z A T I O N  WILL OCCUR IN 
A P P R O X I M A T E L Y  1 HOUR. 
CL TC 
MST C 
K S T C  
C P S S  S T A K T I N G  ML P K E S S U R I Z A T I O N  TASK. 
P R E S S U R I Z A T I O N  WILL n C C U H  I N  
A P P R O X I M A T E L Y  1 f!OUR. 
NCT E 
---e 
LOCAL PAGES WILL B €  
F iNUTES P R I O R  TO 
MADE 159 109 AND 5 
P R E S S U R I Z I N G  THE 4Yl.n 
C T S C  f I K E  P R O T E C T I O N  PkRSONNEl  ARE R E Q U I R E D  
O N  S T A T l O N  IN 60 M I N U T E S  I N  SUPPORT OF 
L V  PRL)Pt L L A N T  LOAD1 NGo 
C V T S  STANDBY FOK R F  COMM CHECKS W I T H  S P A 0  
USING EFAP.  
C V T S  U h S E C U R E O  F I R E  E X T I N G U I S H E R S  W I L L  5E 
R E M O V E 0  F R O M  THE ML A T  T H I S  T I M E .  
... . . "I .. 1 
REMARKS -- 
I l l  HHS 
30' 3" 
SPACE TrEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROUND 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS WARCH 15,  1972 O 4 T E  
003 REVISION 























L V T S  
CLTC 
C V T S  
PAGE 
TEST NO 132 
SV- 4h 3 00 
'ESPONSE 
s1 A 
- -65 '  0" P K I O i t  TU tt€SUMIFIG CUUNT-- ** +*+* tt* *+**** *****=** ****** 
L V T S  ALL C V  COYPARTMENTS CLOSED OUT AND 
HEAVY T O  5WITCH ECS FROM A I K  T O  ( 3 2 .  
LPSS ALL LV COHPARTMENTS ARE CLOSED OUT. 
--30° 0" P R I O R  O T  R t S U M I N G  COUNT-- 
**4*** * ******~r+*****~+*******  
CVTS PERfiJWMING €LEVATOR f UNCTIONAL T E S T  
I N  EGRESS HOO€ i)cU ML €LEVATORS AND 
CONFIGURING ELEVATORS FOR LAUNCH. 
rs1c 
;LTC 
GTSC VER IFY F I N A L  PURGE BOX V A L I O A f I O N o  
:PSS V E R I F Y  REAUY 7.3 SWITCH ECS T O  GN2o 
CVTS REQUEST CPSS V E R I F Y  CLEARANCE TO 
W I T C H  E < $  TO G N Z .  
NOT E ---- 
S U I T C t i I N G  OF ECS TO G N 2  IS 
SCHtOULEO 10 OCCUR 10 
M I N U T E S  AFTFR CLEARANCE IS 
GR ANT E 0- 
CTSC CONFIGURE SAFETY S I G N A L  L I G H T S  
TO STEADY REO. 
C L O S E  AN0 DOG THE PAD SURFAC-E PTCR 
BLAST DOORS. 
PLACE S L I D E M I R E  C A 8  I N  R E A U I P E S S  
~ I W I G U R A T I O N .  
f -1 
b l l  HAS 
45 '  0- 





SPACE VEHICLE SCRUB TURNAROtND 
lAUNCH OPERATIONS MARCH 15, 1972 DATE 
REVISION 00 3 
















Y S T C  
C V T S  
CVTS 
C L T C  
CVTS 
133 





C T A  DESCRIPTION 
--15' 0" P R I O R  T O  RESUME COUNT-- 
* ~ * * * * 8 + * * + * 4 4 * % * * * ~ * ~ * 4 * ~ ~ *  
C V T S  CHANGE SMOPS FRUH 2-SkITCH, 1 - V A L V E  
MODE T O  1 - S U I T C H  MOVE AND V E R I F Y ,  
CPSS V t R I F Y  CLEARANCE TO CHANGE SMOPS FROM 
2-SHITCH,  1 - V A L V E  MOO€ CO 1-SW I T C H .  
MODE 0 
CLTC CHANGE SMOPS FRUM 2-SUITCHv 1 - V A L V E  
MODE TO 1 - S W I T C H  MODE, REPORT YHEN 
COMPLETE,  
C V T S  SHOPS IS I N  A 1 - S W I T C H  MODE. 
M S T C  SHOPS IS I N  A 1 - S W I T C H  MODE. 
NOT E ---- 
FROM T H I S  P O I N T ,  TH€ 
COUlriTOOWN WILL BE 
R E  SUMEO USING APPLl CABLE 
COUNTDOWN T C P S I  FOR 
S P A C E  V E H I C L E  O P E R A T I O N S ,  
REFEH€.NCE TCP V - 6 0 3 0 0 ,  
C A L L S  AT T - 9  HOURS, 0' 0". 
VOLUME I AN0 PROCEEO W I T H  
END OF 24 HOUR SCRUB TURNAROUND 
O P E R A T I N G  STEPS. 
END OF T E S T  PKUCEDURE SV-40300,  VOLUME I 
~ 1 2  HR! 
1 5 '  Om 
